THE BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD COMMISSIONERS OF GRAND TRAVERSE
COUNTY
MEETING NOTICE
Work Session
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2020
Time: 6:00 P.M.

Meeting to be Held Remotely due to Coronavirus Outbreak and in the Interest of the
Public, Health Safety and Welfare
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC ARE INVITED TO REMOTELY ATTEND THE
MEETING AS FOLLOWS:
REMOTE ACCESS INFORMATION:

https://zoom.us/j/91233933073
CALL IN: 1-312-626-6799
WEBINAR ID: 912 3393 3073
Due to the high number of users utilizing remote meeting platforms, you may experience
delays or difficulties in calling in or accessing the online meeting platform. Grand Traverse
County Road Commission will make reasonable efforts to ensure the platform is open and
accessible before conducting a remote meeting. Please contact Grand Traverse County
Road Commission by phone or email if you experience any difficulty in accessing the
conference call meeting.
Members of the Grand Traverse County Road Commission may be contacted by members
of the public as follows to provide input or ask questions on any business that will come
before the Board of County Road Commissioners of Grand Traverse County at this
meeting:
Name:
Brad Kluczynski
Kylie Carpenter

Contact Email:
bkluczynski@gtcrc.org
kcarpenter@gtcrc.org

In addition, you may submit any comments that you have prior to the close of the public
hearing and meetings to the following address:
Brad Kluczynski
1881 LaFranier Road
Traverse City, MI 49696
bkluczynski@gtcrc.org
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Any written public comments received by mail or email prior to the close of the meeting will
be read into the record.

AGENDA

The Grand Traverse County Road Commission will provide necessary reasonable auxiliary aids
and services to individuals with disabilities at the meeting upon at least 24 hour notice to the Grand
Traverse County Road Commission. Individuals with disabilities requiring auxiliary aids or
services should contact the Grand Traverse County Road Commission by writing, emailing, or
calling the following:

Grand Traverse County Road Commission
Brad Kluczynski, Manager
1881 LaFranier Road
Traverse City, MI 49696
bkluczynski@gtcrc.org
231-922-4848
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AGENDA
FOR THE BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD COMMISSIONERS OF
GRAND TRAVERSE COUNTY
WORK SESSION OF WEDNESDAY, MAY 20. 2020 – 6:00 P.M.
1881 LAFRANIER ROAD, TRAVERSE CITY MI 49696

1. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
2. ROLL CALL
3. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
4. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
5. PUBLIC COMMENT
6. WORK SESSION TOPICS
A. East-West Corridor Phase 2 Recommendations
Staff will present a review of all the recommended solutions generated by the East-West Corridor Study.
7. PUBLIC COMMENT
8. MANAGER’S COMMENTS
9. COMMISSIONERS’ COMMENTS, QUESTIONS & FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
10. ADJOURNMENT

Memorandum
1881 LaFranier Road, Traverse City, MI 49696
Phone - (231) 922-4848, Fax - (231) 929-1836
Email – KCarpenter@GTCRC
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Board of County Road Commissioners
Brad Kluczynski, Manager
May 20, 2020
East / West Study – Phase II Work Session

Status of the East / West Corridor Project
The East / West Corridor Project (E/W) began in 2017 with a development of need which was put
together by staff and approved by the Commissioners to go out for an RFQ for the E/W (Attachment pgs. 3-8).
At this time the project was laid out into four phases and the RFQ was solicited with the expectation that the
selected consultant would be able to guide us through from the beginning of Phase I through the end of Phase
IV. The GTCRC did not commit to any more than Phase I with the original RFQ, but the three firms that were
evaluated were rated on their information provided on all four phases.
Phase I Selection
When the evaluation was performed, the team consisted of Commissioner Mouser, Manager Cook,
County Highway Engineer Johnson, Assistant County Highway Engineer Slonecki, and Traffic Services
Supervisor Greenan (Attachment pgs. 12 – 84). All of the members evaluated OHM as the number one choice
for the project overall, and except the location of the consultant, OHM was the highest-rated consultant in each
of the remaining 5 categories (Attachment pgs. 85-87).
With the evaluation completed, a board packet was assembled and the board met to discuss the
recommendations of the committee for Phase I and to go through the entire scope of what was being proposed
(Attachment pgs. 88 – 103). At the same time, a rough schedule was presented for Phase 1 which laid out the
order of how everything would be presented (Attachment pgs. 104 – 110). OHM had several subcontractors for
different parts of the work for all four phases of the project. Some of the Contractors have not been used to this
point. The subcontractors included:
MKSK Studios – Public Engagement Lead
Parallel Solutions (PS) – Facilitator
GEI Consultants – Environmental Lead
WSP – Regional Traffic Modeling
Gourdie-Fraser (GFA) – Technical Advisor / Survey & Design Support
SME – Geotech
First ROW – R-O-W acquisition
The commissioners approved the contract with OHM and their subcontractors for Phase I (Attachment 111 –
119). The execution of phase 1 was completed using primarily three subcontractors (MKSK, PS, and WSP).

Upon evaluation of the contract and the schedule that was presented to the Commissioners during the
original selection process, the work was completed in the order and to the specifications necessary to meet the
requirements of the PEL process. During the work, there was an unexpected change order that was needed to
allow for OHM to produce the necessary traffic counts to complete Phase I in a time frame that was closer to
the originally specified completion date. To reduce the possibility of scheduling and cost overruns in Phase
IIA, staff intends to conduct more progress meetings with the consultant to assure that there are no last-minute
surprises. The Commissioners could also be included in regular updates if that is requested.
Phase II Discussion
OHM has presented a proposal that breaks Phase II into Phase IIA and Phase IIB (Attachment pgs. 120
– 137). Phase IIA has been developed at this point and has a completion time of approximately one year. The
1,126,489 is for the work under Phase IIA only. We will not be moving onto Phase IIB until after Phase IIA is
complete. On October 14, 2019, when the first work session was held, the Commissioners were presented with
an estimate for IIA and IIB of approximately $2,000,000 for the selection of the route and the environmental
impact. At this point, staff believes that with IIB included, the $2,000,000 is still a sound estimate.
For phase II, OHM has proposed using subcontractors that were evaluated in the original RFQ. WSP
and GEI would be utilized for the Phase IIA of the project. There is also a proposal for the replacement of
MKSK and PS with Networks Northwest (NNW) for our Public Engagement and Facilitator roles in Phase IIA
(Attachment 138-139). The Contract with NNW would be between them and the GTCRC for $11,200. The
selection of this contractor would be independent of the selection of the main contract and would make that role
neutral to the operation and not responding to OHM.
Additional Information
This Memo was kept brief to give a very general overview of the E/W. The attachment is lengthy but is
a summary of all of the info that the GTCRC has for the E/W. At the meeting, if more detail is necessary, it
will be available for discussion and consideration. As this is a working session, no decision is expected, but it
can be on the agenda for consideration at the regularly scheduled Board Meeting on Thursday, May 28, 2020.

GRAND TRAVERSE COUNTY ROAD COMMISSION
1881 LaFranier Road
Traverse City, MI 49696-8911
231.922.4848
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
for
LEAD CONSULTING ENGINEER SERVICES
for
EAST/WEST TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
May 30th, 2017 (Issued)

1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
The Grand Traverse County Road Commission (GTCRC) is requesting proposals from
qualified engineering firms to provide Lead Consulting Engineering Services for the study,
planning and development of an East/West Transportation corridor south of the City of
Traverse City.
GTCRC is seeking the help of an experienced consultant to lead them through the many
phases and specific work tasks required to develop a new transportation corridor. The
engineering and planning services may include but not limited to, leading and completing
the following work tasks:
Phase I (evaluation and recommendation of a corridor)








Review past reports, studies and regulatory reviews
Provide traffic study
Develop corridor options and cost estimates
Recommend corridor
Develop a project schedule
Identify necessary permitting
Identify and recommend funding options

Phase II (Preliminary and Final Engineering)








Public outreach
Initiate and finalize environmental study
Initiate and finalize necessary permits
Identify necessary ROW & easements
Provide necessary hydraulic and hydrologic studies
Geotechnical investigation
Preliminary and final engineering & land surveying

Phase III


Acquisition of ROW, easements and final permitting
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Prepare bid package

Phase IV


Construction administration, observation and material testing

The selected consultant shall work with the Road Commission in evaluating proposed
routes to determinate an East/West transportation corridor. The proposed scope of work is
as follows:
Phase I - Evaluation and recommendation of a corridor.
Phase II – Preliminary and Final Engineering
Phase III – Acquisition of ROW, easements, bidding and final permitting
Phase IV – Provide construction administration services.

2. PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CRITERIA
2.1

Project Director
Consultant shall propose a Project Director that has similar experience of
developing new roadway corridors.

2.2

Personnel
In order to provide Professional Services to the GTCRC for a variety of
professional services this project requires, the Consultant must demonstrate that the
necessary personnel are available within a reasonable time to attend meetings,
conduct field investigations and complete the required services. In addition, the
Consultant will be required to name a contracting officer who will be responsible
for all work and name the person who shall be responsible for each area of service.
A statement of qualifications concerning each discipline plus available personnel
must be submitted.

2.3

Firm Experience
Consultant shall demonstrate that the project team has a broad background of
experience in the work areas needed to develop this project.

2.4

Consultant Services
The GTCRC wishes to retain a firm(s) that can provide most, if not all, of the
identified work tasks stated in Section One (1). It is anticipated that a majority of
the work tasks will be performed by the Prime Consultant's staff. The Project
Engineer will work with GTCRC during the development of the project to ascertain
the need for work to be performed by outside consultants. This work will be
requested and approved by the GTCRC.

2.5

Consultant Location
It is the GTCRC's intent to retain a firm that can provide services at the least
possible cost. The Consultant must have a Michigan office and be capable of
providing the services of the Project Engineer from this location which shall be
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within a radius of approximately 200 miles (2 - 4 hours driving time). Other
disciplines may be accessed from further locations as needed.

3. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION
All qualifications received shall be subject to an evaluation by the GTCRC. The following
factors will be considered in making the selection:
3.1

Understanding of Service (15%)
Review the Consultant's statement of understanding the work.

3.2

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%)
Review the technical soundness of the Consultant's stated approach to the project, the
comprehensiveness of the proposed work plan and the techniques to be used.

3.3

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%)
Past experience of the proposed Project Director with similar development projects.

3.4

Experience of the Project Team (25%)
Past experience of the proposed Project team with similar development projects.

3.5

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%)
Reputation of the firm in regard to competence. Past experience of the firm with
similar projects. Suitability of the qualifications and experience of the principals and
key staff assigned to the project. Past experience with projects in the local area and
location of personnel assigned to perform the work.

3.6

Consultant Location (5%)
Location of the Firm and the proposed Project Engineer.

4. REQUIRED INFORMATION
Qualifications shall be submitted in the format outlined below:
4.1

Name and Address of Firm-Firm Profile
Name and address of firm submitting qualifications. Also, provide a Firm Profile.

4.2

Understanding of Service
State in precise terms your understanding of the scope of work presented by this
RFQ and your roll in accomplishing this scope of work.

4.3

Work Plan & Method of Approach
Describe in narrative form your work plan to accomplish the work. Delineate
specific tasks to be accomplished by your firm and those that will need specified
subconsultant to complete. Include in each task your estimate of the GTCRC's
involvement. Also, provide time frames for work development, specific task and
overall.
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4.4

Experience
Provide similar project experience and include no more than 15 total projects.
All submitted projects shall include the name of the project, contact person, contact
phone number, consultant fee and construction dollar amount if applicable.

4.4

Firm’ Proposed Project Director
The firm shall name a person who shall be responsible for all services rendered to the
GTCRC and must describe his/her qualifications to manage these services.

4.5

Qualifications of Key Personnel
Submit Resumes and qualifications of key personnel that will direct or conduct
specific services required for the project. Provide an organizational chart with key
personnel identified. Resumes limited to two pages. MDOT format is acceptable.

4.6

Office Location
Firm must state which office will be completing and directing the work for each of
the described services including all services in Item No. 4.2 and must state location
of professional responsible for this service.

4.7

Hourly Rates & Level of Effort
Submit an hourly rate schedule for all personnel proposed to be utilized in providing
the service. Provide an estimated level of effort for each discipline and staff
proposed to work on this project.

Qualifications should be prepared simply and economically providing a concise description
of the Consultant's ability to meet the requirements of the RFQ. The RFQ is limited to a
maximum of 14 pages, excluding resumes.

5. SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Owner’s Name:
Grand Traverse County Road Commission
Contact Person:

James P. Johnson, PE
County Highway Engineer
Phone: 231.922.4848
Fax: 231.929.1836
E-mail: jjohnson@GTCRC.ORG

Project Manager:

James P. Johnson, PE

Project Location:

See Exhibit 1

Selection Panel:

Staff from the Grand Traverse County Road Commission

Proposed Schedule:
June 9th, 2017
June 19th, 2017

Cut-off date for Questions
Proposal due by 4:00 PM
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All questions concerning the RFQ shall be directed to Jim Johnson, P.E., County
Highway Engineer. Any information or questions requesting changes to the information
must be submitted in writing.
GTCRC reserves the right to reject any or all qualifications received as a result of the
RFQ. Scope of work provided with the RFQ may change.
GTCRC is not liable for any costs incurred by Consultant prior to issuance of a contract.
To be considered, Consultant must submit a complete response to this RFQ, using the
format provided in Section 5. Submit Six signed and bound copies of the qualifications
must be submitted along with an electronic version in PDF format. No other distribution
of qualifications will be made by the Consultant. Qualifications must be valid for at least
sixty days. Negotiations may be undertaken with those Consulting Firms whose
qualifications and other factors show them to be qualified, responsible and capable of
performing the work. The contract that may be entered into will be that which is most
advantageous to the GTCRC, price and factors considered. The GTCRC reserves the
right to request modifications thereof received at any time before the award is made, if
the action is in the interest of The GTCRC.
PROPOSALS ARE DUE NO LATER THAN 4 PM ON June 19th, 2017
Submit to:
James P. Johnson, PE, County Highway Engineer
Grand Traverse County Road Commission
1881 LaFranier Road
Traverse City, MI 49696-8911
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East – West Corridor Interview Questions

Presentation of Consultant:

Bergman w/ F&V



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o See attached presentation “placemat”



Was the presentation clear and informative?
Yes, well presented. Focused on Traffic & Transportation.



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
Yes. Limited on Public Outreach



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
Yes



What items did the team seem to lack?
Limited discussion of outreach.



What items did the team present well?
Technical ability



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Understanding of Service (15%):



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services.
Well Understood, clearly presented:



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement.
Discussed public information

o

What methods would be used to develop public support?
Public meetings.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently.
Not directly addressed

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved.
Yes, has worked with several agencies.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward.
Seemed to have good grasp of existing studies, would use as a basis.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart.
See proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated?
Team will evaluate options, use traffic study, review previous,



What methods would be used to develop corridor options?
With client, team, previous studies, new studies.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor?



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study?
Modeling, possible Vissum and/or Syncro - Fleis



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings?
O/D study a possibility



What scheduling software do you use?
MS Excel



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):


Describe your team director and why they were selected.
See Proposal.



What similar projects have they worked on?
o See Proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team (25%):


Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
See Proposal



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)?
o See Proposal.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
See Proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):


Provide examples of similar projects.
o See Proposal.



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies.
o See Proposal.



Your company’s familiarity with the community.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources?



What level of technology will your company be using?



Does your firm publish a code of ethics?
Yes



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
Progress meetings



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards?
Yes



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Consultant Location (5%):



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to?
See Proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

General Items:



Reference verification



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges.



How would you handle bring in additional personnel to meet a deadline.



Describe your QAQC process.
By QA/QC Manager



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards
See proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

East – West Corridor Interview Questions

Presentation of Consultant:

Bergman w/ F&V



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o See attached presentation “placemat”



Was the presentation clear and informative?
Yes, well presented. Focused on Traffic & Transportation.



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
Yes. Limited on Public Outreach



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
Yes



What items did the team seem to lack?
Limited discussion of outreach.



What items did the team present well?
Technical ability



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Understanding of Service (15%):



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services.
Well Understood, clearly presented:



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement.
Discussed public information

o

What methods would be used to develop public support?
Public meetings.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently.
Not directly addressed

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved.
Yes, has worked with several agencies.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward.
Seemed to have good grasp of existing studies, would use as a basis.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart.
See proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated?
Team will evaluate options, use traffic study, review previous,



What methods would be used to develop corridor options?
With client, team, previous studies, new studies.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor?



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study?
Modeling, possible Vissum and/or Syncro - Fleis



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings?
O/D study a possibility



What scheduling software do you use?
MS Excel



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):


Describe your team director and why they were selected.
See Proposal.



What similar projects have they worked on?
o See Proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team (25%):


Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
See Proposal



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)?
o See Proposal.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
See Proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):


Provide examples of similar projects.
o See Proposal.



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies.
o See Proposal.



Your company’s familiarity with the community.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources?



What level of technology will your company be using?



Does your firm publish a code of ethics?
Yes



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
Progress meetings



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards?
Yes



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Consultant Location (5%):



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to?
See Proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

General Items:



Reference verification



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges.



How would you handle bring in additional personnel to meet a deadline.



Describe your QAQC process.
By QA/QC Manager



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards
See proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

East – West Corridor Interview Questions

Presentation of Consultant:

OHM



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o See attached presentation “placemat”



Was the presentation clear and informative?
Yes, well presented, well researched. Each discipline had prepared well.



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
Yes.



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
Yes



What items did the team seem to lack?
Limited discussion of additional phases & design.



What items did the team present well?
Public outreach and transparency.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Understanding of Service (15%):



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services.
Well Understood, clearly presented:



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement.
OHM sub consultant spoke at length about transparency, outreach, and social media

o

What methods would be used to develop public support?
Facebook, public meetings, website.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently.
City of Ann Arbor, Nixon Road Corridor Study

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved.
Parallel Solutions – Meghan Olds, worked with several agencies.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward.
Seemed to have good grasp of existing studies, would use as a basis.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart.
See proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated?
Team will evaluate options, use traffic study, review previous,



What methods would be used to develop corridor options?
With client, team, previous studies, new studies.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor?



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study?
Modeling, possible Vissum and/or Syncro



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings?
O/D study if necessary, Mapping



What scheduling software do you use?
MS Project



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):


Describe your team director and why they were selected.
See Proposal.



What similar projects have they worked on?
o See Proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team (25%):


Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)?
o See Proposal.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
See Proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):


Provide examples of similar projects.
o See Proposal.



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies.
o See Proposal.



Your company’s familiarity with the community.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources?



What level of technology will your company be using?



Does your firm publish a code of ethics?



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
Regular progress meetings



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards?



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Consultant Location (5%):



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to?
See Proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

General Items:



Reference verification



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges.



How would you handle bring in additional personnel to meet a deadline.



Describe your QAQC process.
By Principle in Charge



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards
See proposal



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

East – West Corridor Interview Questions
Bergmann Associates 9/22/2017, From Jim Johnson
Presentation of Consultant:



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o See Attached Place-Matt. Main presenter was Mr. Jeremy Hedden. Team at
presentation consisted of Jeremy Hedden, PE, Richard Cholotti, PE, Timothy Likens, PE,
PTOE, John Devol, PE, Michael Labadie, PE.



Was the presentation clear and informative?
o Yes



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
o Yes



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
o Yes



What items did the team seem to lack?
o None noted at the time.



What items did the team present well?
o Traffic Engineering related items. Much discussion on modeling the corridor.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Understanding of Service (15%):

(13)



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services.
o Provided an understanding of scope of services. Main point was to develop a better
movement of traffic east/west.



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement.
o Discussed the importance of public involvement. Their plan is to develop options and
then obtain public input. They felt it was important to receive public comments.

o

What methods would be used to develop public support?
 It was presented that outreach groups would be used along with establishing a
web page for communication purposes.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently.
 See attached response letter from Bergmann.

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved.
 Was not clear to me if Bergmann has worked in Grand Traverse County but their
team member F&V has.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward.
o Are familiar with past studies and would review but may be found to not be valuable
based on the age of the documents.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart.
o They did provided a clear understanding. See attached proposal and place-matt.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

o

When evaluating corridor options it was discussed the importance of cost estimating.

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):

(22)



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated?
o Defining the purpose and need of the system.



What methods would be used to develop corridor options?
o Discussed the importance of understanding the need of the community and obtaining
comments from outreach groups.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor?
o Defining the purpose and need of the system



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study?
o Would review the current State model and build off of it. Discuss the possibility of
needing more in-depth traffic counts and movements at curtain intersection. Discussed
using graphic software to help with making the output more visually clear. Discussed
using cell phone data to determine designations.



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings?
o Discussed using graphic programs to illustrate the findings. Use traffic model systems.



What scheduling software do you use?
o Use a standard spreadsheet.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):

(19)



Describe your team director and why they were selected.
o Jeremy Hedden was selected based on his experience with Design of Roadways, he has
over 18 years of experience.



What similar projects have they worked on?
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team (25%):

(24)



Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
o See attached proposal and place-matt.



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency.
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)?
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
o See attached proposal and place-matt.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):

(9)



Provide examples of similar projects.
o See Proposal.



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies.
o See attached proposal.



Your company’s familiarity with the community.
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources?
o See attached proposal.



What level of technology will your company be using?
o Traffic modeling software, graphic programs.



Does your firm publish a code of ethics?
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
o Progress meetings, website. Any form that the Road Commission wishes.



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards?
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Consultant Location (5%):

(3)



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to?
o See attached proposal for office locations.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

General Items:



Reference verification
o In Process.



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges.
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



How would you handle bring in additional personnel to meet a deadline.
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



Describe your QAQC process.
o See attached response letter from Bergmann.



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards.
o Felt they have met this through their presentation.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

East – West Corridor Interview Questions
NDG 9/26/2017, From Jim Johnson
Presentation of Consultant:



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o Main presenter was Charles Hart, HRC. Team at presentation consisted of Charles Hart,
PE, David Boyle, PE, Amanda Porath, PE, Jason Fate, PE.



Was the presentation clear and informative?
o Yes



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
o Yes



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
o Yes



What items did the team seem to lack?
o At presentation did not have anyone available that was assigned for public outreach.



What items did the team present well?
o How infrastructure would be evaluated and designed.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Understanding of Service (15%):

(13)



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services.
o Provided an understanding of scope of services. Discussed the importance of public
input.



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement.
o Discussed the importance of identifying stakeholders. Some examples are County, local,
DDA, transit, and special interest.

o

What methods would be used to develop public support?
 It was presented to develop a public engagement plan. Use social media and
public forms. Clearly identify items for discussions for outreach groups.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently.
 See attached response letter from NDG

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved.
 Was not clear to me how much work HRC has performed. NDG has performed
construction services for the Road Commission over the past 2 years.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward.
o Are familiar with past studies and would review but may be found to not be valuable
based on the age of the documents.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart.
o They did provided a clear understanding with the exception of the person responsible for
outreach. See attached proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):

(21)



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated?
o Through traffic evaluation (collect counts and turning movements).



What methods would be used to develop corridor options?
o Using Traffic model data.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor?
o Through traffic evaluation (collect counts and turning movements).



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study?
o Conduct a license plate survey, outreach groups. Use traffic model programs.



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings?
o Discussed using graphic programs to illustrate the findings. Use traffic model systems.



What scheduling software do you use?
o Use micro-soft projects or a standard spreadsheet.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):

(18)



Describe your team director and why they were selected.
o David Boyle was selected based on his experience with Design of Roadways, he has over
32 years of experience.



What similar projects have they worked on?
o See attached response letter from NDG



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team (25%):

(23)



Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
o See attached proposal.



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency.
o See attached response letter from NDG



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)?
o See attached response letter from NDG



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
o See attached proposal.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:
o Discussed different projects they have worked on as presented within the power point.
Discussed evaluating multiple funding sources. Discussed their experience with bridge
projects and working with local agencies with state and federal funding.

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):

(9)



Provide examples of similar projects.
o See Proposal.



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies.
o See attached proposal.



Your company’s familiarity with the community.
o See attached response letter from NDG



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources?
o See attached proposal. NDG has teamed with HRC (Hubbell, Roth & Clark, Inc)



What level of technology will your company be using?
o Traffic modeling software, graphic programs.



Does your firm publish a code of ethics?
o See attached response letter from NDG



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
o Progress meetings, website. Any form that the Road Commission wishes.



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards?
o See attached response letter from NDG



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Consultant Location (5%):



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to?
o See attached proposal for office locations.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

(4)

General Items:



Reference verification
o In Progress.



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges.
o See attached response letter from NDG



How would you handle bring in additional personnel to meet a deadline.
o See attached response letter from NDG



Describe your QAQC process.
o See attached response letter from NDG



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards.
o Felt they have met this through their presentation.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

East – West Corridor Interview Questions
OHM 9/22/2017, From Jim Johnson
Presentation of Consultant:



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o See Attached Place-Matt. Main presenter was Mr. Matt Wendling. Team at
presentation consisted of Craig Schripsema, PE, Brad Strader, ACIP, PTP, Megan Olds,
Heather Seyfarth, AICP and Steve Dearing, PE, PTOE.



Was the presentation clear and informative?
o Yes



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
o Yes



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
o Yes



What items did the team seem to lack?
o None noted at the time.



What items did the team present well?
o Understanding of each team member’s role.
 Craig Schripsema, PE – Project Principal
 Matt Wendling, PE – Project Director
 Brad Strader, AICP, PTP – Stakeholder Engagement
 Megan Olds – Public/ Stackholder meeting Facilitator
 Heather Seyfarth, AICP – Stakeholder Engagement
 Steve Dearing, PE, PTOE – Lead Traffic Engineer



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Understanding of Service (15%):

(14)



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services.
o Provided an understanding of scope of services. Each person presented their role and
discussed each of the RFQ’s criteria for selection.



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement.
o Discussed the importance of public involvement in understanding options that may exist.
It was discussed to obtain public comments prior to selecting corridor options.

o

What methods would be used to develop public support?
 It was presented that outreach groups would be used along with establishing a
web page for communication purposes.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently.
 See attached response letter from OHM.

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved.
 Yes, This item was mainly presented by Megan Olds. She is a resident of
Traverse City. She discussed the importance of outreach groups and how in the
past she has been involved in coordinating events. Heather Seyfarth also
discussed her past experience with outreach groups and knowledge of the
community. Matt and Brad was involving the PEL process for Division Street.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward.
o Are familiar with past studies and would review but may be found to not be valuable
based on the age of the documents.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart.
o They did provided a clear understanding. See attached proposal and place-matt.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:
o Brad Strader and worked with the City of Traverse City on many projects therefor is
familiar with the community.
o Within their power point, through discussions, they discussed public process goals and
their experience with implementing.

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):

(23)



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated?
o Using the PEL Process. See attached presentation slides.



What methods would be used to develop corridor options?
o Discussed the importance of outreach groups. Evaluation using the PEL Process.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor?
o Using the PEL Process. See attached presentation slides.



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study?
o Would review the current State model and build off of it. Discuss the possibility of
needing more in-depth traffic counts and movements at curtain intersection. Discussed
using graphic software to help with making the output more visually clear. Would use
Syncro and Vissum when modeling the system.



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings?
o Discussed using graphic programs to illustrate the findings. Use traffic model systems.



What scheduling software do you use?
o Discussed using micro-soft project. Would assign a schedule manager.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):

(18)



Describe your team director and why they were selected.
o Matt Wendling was selected based on his experience with Design and Planning, he has
over 22 years of experience.



What similar projects have they worked on?
o See attached response letter from OHM.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Project Team (25%):

(24)



Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
o See attached proposal and place-matt.



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency.
o See attached response letter from OHM.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)?
o See attached response letter from OHM.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
o See attached proposal and place-matt.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):

(9)



Provide examples of similar projects.
o See Proposal.



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies.
o See attached proposal and power point presentation.



Your company’s familiarity with the community.
o See attached response letter from OHM.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources?
o See attached proposal and power point presentation.



What level of technology will your company be using?
o Traffic modeling software, scheduling software, graphic programs



Does your firm publish a code of ethics?
o See attached response letter from OHM.



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
o Progress meetings, website. Any form that the Road Commission wishes.



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards?
o See attached response letter from OHM.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

Consultant Location (5%):

(4)



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to?
o See attached proposal for office locations.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

General Items:



Reference verification
o In process.



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges.
o See attached response letter from OHM.



How would you handle bring in additional personnel to meet a deadline.
o See attached response letter from OHM.



Describe your QAQC process.
o See attached response letter from OHM.



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards.
o Felt they have met this through their presentation.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:

East – West Corridor Interview Questions

Presentation of Consultant:

Bergmann Associates



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o Jeremy Hedden – Project Director
o Timothy Likens – Project Manager
o Richard Chelotti – QA/QC Manager
o Michael Labadie – Traffic Engineer
o John DeVol – Road Engineer



Was the presentation clear and informative?
Presentation was good, I felt they were very well prepared and had a clear presentation.



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
Yes, their presentation was well prepared and thorough. They had a good handle on the scope
and phasing of the project.



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
Yes, all the speakers did a good job with the presentation; they all spoke with confidence and
were able to elaborate on past projects and their experience.



What items did the team seem to lack?
They seemed to have a good team overall. They did a good job of addressing stakeholder
engagement and public education. Technically the presentation was good but was lacking in the
stakeholder and public education area.



What items did the team present well?
They clearly understood we have a problem with East West Mobility. Their submittal and
presentation addressed the issues and the changes that have occurred to warrant consideration
of a corridor study and potential solutions. They acknowledged previous studies, reports and
proposed solutions as good information but had no preconceived influence on the final solution.
They understood we need to look at all potential options and choose the most appropriate
solution. Public and Stakeholder Engagement was discussed. They had a good presentation and

understood the importance of Stakeholder involvement and public education but was not as
good as OHM’s team approach.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Understanding of Service (15%):

14%



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services. Their team did a good job and understood
our goals, concerns and the scope/phasing of the project.



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement. The Bergmann team
understood the importance of public involvement and education. We discussed the topic quite
a bit; they were not as strong in this area or their approach than I had hoped.
o

What methods would be used to develop public support? Public education and
outreach via meetings, media, website, etc.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently. Their Team had plenty of
experience in projects such as the I-69 and I-475 Interchange, Us -12 and M-39
Interchange as well as the I-496/US-127 Corridor. The Bergmann Team told us that
Stakeholder engagement was a key aspect of those projects.

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved. Yes, they felt they did while completing a
study on the M-137 and US-31 corridor for Green Lake Township.



Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward. The Bergman
Team acknowledged there is a lot of existing information available and plan to review as part of
their information gathering efforts. They also acknowledged much has changed since the first
studies were completed such as population, transportation needs, modes of transportation,
development, traffic congestion, etc. They recognize the value of past efforts but will proceed
based on today’s issues and goals.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart. This was
included in a handout in the meeting (attached) as well as with their proposal. They were clear
on the team’s role and responsibilities in the interview.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: The Bergmann Team did address current traffic
issues and the importance of relevant traffic studies, modeling, etc.

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):

22%



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated? They will be utilizing
the updated MDOT/Statewide Travel Demand Model as a basis. They will consider past efforts
and information. These may be a good source of information but it was clear they had no plan
base decisions or recommendations on the past. They will also be doing detailed traffic counts,
modeling and destination generation to determine and predict where problems exist. This will
be used to identify potential solutions and make a recommendation regarding the best option to
consider. They will also utilize the TTCI Long Range Traffic Study as a source of information.



What methods would be used to develop corridor options? Technical evaluations, cost
considerations and stakeholder input.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor? Same as above.



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study? Same as above.



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings? Modeling in
Synchro as well as studies and modeling to forecast future growth and development, current
and future trip generation, etc.



What scheduling software do you use? Excel spreadsheet/schedule



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):

18%



Describe your team director and why they were selected. Jeremy Hedden was selected because
of his extensive experience in both project management and design. He is familiar with Grand
Traverse County and has worked on similar projects throughout the state.



What similar projects have they worked on? See page #2, extensive team experience.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Project Team (25%):

23%



Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
o Jeremy Hedden – Project Director
o Timothy Likens – Project Manager
o Richard Chelotti – QA/QC Manager
o Michael Labadie – Traffic Engineer
o John DeVol – Road Engineer
o Rob Leppala – Road Engineer
o Mario Quagliata – Structural Engineer
o James Ensign – Hydraulic Engineer
o Craig Brown – Construction Engineer
o Saied Saiedi – Hydraulic and Environmental Engineer



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency. The project director
will contact us and discuss. They have an experienced team identified but if necessary, they will
keep us informed and adjust as necessary as they move forward.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)? Bergmann’s Team seemed to have plenty of experience related to wetlands,
mitigation and permitting. They will utilize an in-house specialist and his team to handle
permitting.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist? None; Bergmann is part of Fleis and
Vandenbrink Engineering……they have over 400 professionals on staff and can draw from them
as needed to facilitate most staffing/project needs.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):

9%



Provide examples of similar projects. Many similar projects – see attached



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies. See attached.





Your company’s familiarity with the community. Firm (F/V) has a small office in TC and are
familiar with the community.



What expertise are you intending on bringing in from outside sources? None, large firm, do not
anticipate having to solicit outside resources.



What level of technology will your company be using? Significant, modeling, design, media, etc.



Does your firm publish a code of ethics? Yes, they have developed an Ethics Culture and are
committed to the highest level.



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
Progress meetings will take place regularly and informal calls, emails, etc. will be utilized.



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards? Extensive experience and they seem to be
very well in tune with State, Federal and Local standards.

Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Consultant Location (5%):

3%



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to? See proposal, they generally will operate and provide most services from their
Lansing Office but will also use their F/V? office for a good portion of the work. With recent
experience, with technology and with their familiarity with the community they feel they are
close to the client and project.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

General Items:


Reference verification In Process –GTCRC Office Manager



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges. M-231 near Muskegon was a challenge environmentally, technically and from a
public education stakeholder input perspective.



How would you handle bringing in additional personnel to meet a deadline? Bergmann’s team
said they would contact the road commission immediately, follow up with a revised
organizational chart, resume and justification to add staff and cost to the project.



Describe your QAQC process. Team relies on the Project Director and the Lead QA/QC Engineer
to manage and control QA/QC along with their team.



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards.
Bergmann’s team provided a good understanding of the project and the phasing of the project.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

East – West Corridor Interview Questions

Presentation of Consultant:

NDG



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o Dave Boyle – Project Director
o Charles Hart (HRC) – Stakeholder Engagement
o Jason Fate – Construction Engineering and Materials Testing
o Amanda Porath – Lead Traffic Engineer



Was the presentation clear and informative?
Yes, presentation was good, they were well prepared.



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
Yes, a good and thorough presentation.



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
Yes, the speakers did a fair to good job with the presentation.



What items did the team seem to lack?
They seemed to have a good team overall but I would like to see some more depth on the
stakeholder engagement side. HRC did a good job of addressing stakeholder engagement and
public education but the presentation was more technical overall.



What items did the team present well?
They understood we have a problem with East West Mobility. They understand that what was
done in the past will be a good reference but has no bearing on the final solution. They
understood we need to look at all potential options and choose the most appropriate solution.
Public and Stakeholder Engagement was a key point of discussion. They had a good
presentation and understood the importance but was not as good as OHM’s team approach.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Understanding of Service (15%):

11%



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services. They did a good job and understood our
goals, concerns and the scope/phasing of the project.



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement. NDG’s team was clear on
the importance of public involvement and education.



o

What methods would be used to develop public support? Public education and
outreach via meetings, media, website, etc. By providing all the information and being
transparent, NDG felt that as we work through the process we will gain public support
for the project/best solution.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently. The NDG Team had plenty of
experience in projects such as the Atkins/Kalamazoo Improvements, Grayling Region I75 Access Project, Orchard Lake Road Reconstruction Environmental Assessment,
Tienken Road Reconstruction., Van Dyke (M-53) Traffic Study, Boyne Trail way, Mill
Creek Dam Bridge, Geddes Avenue Reconstruction, etc. Stakeholder engagement was a
key aspect of these projects.

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved. Yes, they provided construction
administration, inspection and staking on the Cass Road Bridge Project for GTCRC in
2016. They are aware of various special interest groups and the public I the Traverse
City Area.

Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward. NDG
understands there is a lot of existing information available and plan to review as part of their
information gathering efforts. They also realize much has changed since the first studies were
completed such as population, transportation needs, modes of transportation, development,
traffic congestion, etc. They recognize the value of past efforts but will proceed based on
today’s issues and goals.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart. This was
included in a handout in the meeting (attached) as well as with their proposal. They were clear
on the team’s role and responsibilities in the interview.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: NDG touched on traffic issues and the importance
of relevant traffic studies.

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):

20%



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated? NDG will be utilizing
the updated MDOT/Statewide Travel Demand Model as a basis. They will consider past efforts
and information. These may be a good source of information but it was clear that NDG would
also be doing detailed traffic counts, modeling and destination generation to determine and
predict where problems exist. This will be used to identify potential solutions and make a
recommendation regarding the option to consider. They will also utilize the TTCI Long Range
Traffic Study as a source of information.



What methods would be used to develop corridor options? Technical evaluations, cost
considerations and stakeholder input.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor? Same as above.



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study? Same as above.



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings? Modeling in
Synchro, manual traffic counts and trip generation documentation.



What scheduling software do you use? Excel spreadsheet.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):

17%



Describe your team director and why they were selected. David Boyle was selected because of
his extensive experience in both design and Planning. He is familiar with Grand Traverse County
and has worked on similar major projects.



What similar projects have they worked on? See page #2, extensive team experience.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Project Team (25%):

24%



Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
o Dave Boyle – Project Director
o Charles Hart (HRC) – Planning and Stakeholder Engagement
o Nils Lindall – Civil and Geotechnical
o Jason Fate – Construction Engineering and Materials Testing
o Amanda Porath – Lead Traffic Engineer
o Michael Nachazel – Survey
o Quinn Ridley – Civil Design
o Colleen Hill (HRC) – Traffic Engineer and Modeling
o Paul Kreski (Mackinac Environmental Technology (MET)) – Wetlands and permitting



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency. The project director
will contact us and discuss. They have an experienced team identified but if necessary, they will
keep us informed as they move forward.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)? I believe NDG’s team has lots of experience related to wetlands, mitigation and
permitting however, they will utilize a consultant (MET); Paul Kreski who specializes in wetlands,
mitigation and permitting.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
o Charles Hart (HRC) – Planning and Stakeholder Engagement
o Colleen Hill (HRC) – Traffic Engineer and Modeling
o Paul Kreski (Mackinac Environmental Technology (MET)) – Wetlands and permitting



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):

9%



Provide examples of similar projects. Many similar projects – see attached



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies. See attached.



Your company’s familiarity with the community. Firm is from the Petoskey Michigan. They have
worked for neighboring counties on similar projects over the years and are familiar with the
community. They worked on the Cass Road Bridge in 2016.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources? Planning, Stakeholder
Engagement and Education and Wetland/Environmental Permitting.



What level of technology will your company be using? Significant, modeling, design, media, etc.



Does your firm publish a code of ethics? Yes, NSPE Code of Ethics is strictly adhered to.



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project?
Progress meetings will take place regularly and informal calls, emails, etc. will be utilized. We
worked with them on the Cass Road bridge and they were very good in communicating with the
client.



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards? Extensive experience



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: They were asked if they understood and agreed
how important public support would be to the success of this project no matter what potential
solution/option is recommended. NDG fully understood and expressed the importance of public
support and stakeholder engagement efforts as well as public education.

Consultant Location (5%):

4%



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to? See proposal, they generally will operate and provide all services from their
Petoskey Office. They feel they are local and with technology, location is less important these
days. Anyone of their team could be here within minutes to within an hour.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

General Items:



Reference verification In Process –GTCRC Office Manager



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges. Grayling Region I-75 Access Project was challenging from a technical perspective as
was Public engagement aspects.



How would you handle bringing in additional personnel to meet a deadline? NDG said they
would work with the road commission very closely and utilize scheduling software to manage
the project schedule and would keep us informed if the schedule requires any changes regarding
resources, staffing, etc.



Describe your QAQC process. NDG relies on the Project Director and the Construction
Engineering Group to provide Quality Assurance reviews, design and constructability. Quality
Control is a part of the entire process and everyone is responsible for QC.



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards
NDG provided a good understanding of the project as well as the phasing of the project.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

East – West Corridor Interview Questions

Presentation of Consultant:

OHM



Who was involved in the presentation team?
o Craig Schripsema – Project Principal
o Matt Wendling – Project Director
o Brad Strader (MKSK) – Stakeholder Engagement
o Megan Olds – Stakeholder Facilitator
o Heather Seyfarth – Stakeholder Engagement
o Steve Dearing – Lead Traffic Engineer



Was the presentation clear and informative?
Yes, presentation was very good, you could tell they did their research and were well prepared.



Did the presenter touch base on all criteria for selection items as defined within the RFQ?
Absolutely, well prepared!



Did the presenter speak with confidence?
All of the speakers did a good job with the presentation.



What items did the team seem to lack?
They seemed to have a good team overall but I would like to see some more depth on the
design consulting side. Not sure what GFA’s role will be but as the Garfield Twp. Engineer this
could be a perceived conflict of interest? Also, I am not clear on GFA’s depth and experience on
large projects similar to this one.



What items did the team present well?
They understood we have a problem with East West Mobility. They understand that what was
done in the past has no bearing on the final solution. They understood we need to look at all
potential options and choose the most appropriate solution. Public and Stakeholder
Engagement was a key point of discussion and they did an excellent job of laying out a plan and
avenues to engage the public and stakeholders.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff:
We discussed scheduling, permitting and about the roles of each team member and consultant.
They were just really well prepared and easily conveyed an understandable message. They use
Microsoft Project for Task Management and Scheduling.

Understanding of Service (15%):

14%



Provide a brief understanding of scope of services. They did a good job and clearly understood
our goals and our concerns.



Provide an understanding of the importance of public involvement. OHM’s team was very clear
on the importance of public involvement and education.



o

What methods would be used to develop public support? Public education and
outreach via meetings, media, website, etc. By providing all the information and being
transparent, OHM felt that as we work through the process we will gain public
support……not consensus but support.

o

Describe the last time your team was involved in developing a plan for public support
and what worked well and what you would do differently. Seemed to have lots of
experience with the Nixon/Green/DhuVarren Roundabout and Nixon Road Corridor
Study, Old MDOT M-14 Feasibility Study and the Baldwin Road Environmental
Assessment.

o

Has your team worked in Grand Traverse County before and are you aware of all
outreach groups that would be involved. Yes, they worked on the Division Street PEL
Process/Study for MDOT. With Megan Olds and with their past experience, they are
very in tune with the various special interest groups and the public.

Provide an understanding of all past reports (past east west corridor documents and studies)
your company has reviewed and if any information is valuable in moving forward. OHM
understood there is a lot of existing information available and plan to review. Ultimately, they
understand much has changed since the first studies were completed such as population,
transportation needs, modes of transportation, development, traffic congestion, etc. They
acknowledged the value of past efforts but know everything has to be considered to be able to
identify the best solution.



Provide clear understanding of the project team and your organizational chart. This was
included in a handout in the meeting (attached) as well as with their proposal. They were very
clear on the team’s role and responsibilities in the interview.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Work Plan & Method of Approach (25%):

23%



How does your company intend on selecting the corridors to be evaluated? OHM said they
would be using the updated MDOT/Statewide Travel Demand Model as a basis as well as they
would consider past efforts and information. While these are a good source of information, it
was quite clear that OHM would also be doing more involved/detailed traffic counts, modeling
and trip/destination generation to determine where the problems exist and to identify potential
solutions and hopefully making a recommendation regarding the best option to consider. In
addition to the TTCI Long Range Traffic Plan and the Public Perception Survey, public education
and input will be key to the development and selection of the best option. OHM utilizes the
MDOT PEL process as well.



What methods would be used to develop corridor options? Same as above.



What criteria would be used in the evaluation of the corridor? Same as above but would also
consider future development, modes of transportation and modeling. Constraints maps will be
developed as well as traffic safety exhibits. Brainstorming sessions with stakeholders will also
be used.



Describe what is involved in the traffic analysis/ Study? Same as above.



What technology do you intend on using to determine and develop your findings? Modeling in
Synchro/Sim Traffic and Highway Capacity Software (HCS).



What scheduling software do you use? MS Project.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Project Team Director (20%):

19%



Describe your team director and why they were selected. Matt Wendling was selected because
of his extensive experience in both design and Planning. He is familiar with Grand Traverse
County and worked on the MDOT PEL for Division Street.



What similar projects have they worked on? The Nixon/Green/DhuVarren Roundabout and
Nixon Road Corridor Study, Old MDOT M-14 Feasibility Study and the Baldwin Road
Environmental Assessment.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Project Team (25%):

24%



Provide an understanding of your company’s personnel that will be involved and their skill sets.
o Craig Schripsema – Project Principal
o Matt Wendling – Project Director
o Brad Strader (MKSK) – Stakeholder Engagement
o Megan Olds – Stakeholder Facilitator
o Heather Seyfarth – Stakeholder Engagement
o Steve Dearing – Lead Traffic Engineer



If additional personnel are needed how will you inform the local agency. The project director
and project principal will contact us and discuss. They have quite an experienced team
identified; I am doubtful this will be an issue but they will keep us informed as they move
forward.



Define your teams experience with environmental related items (wetland, mitigation,
permitting)? I believe their team has vast experience related to wetlands, mitigation and
permitting however, their consultant GEI; Stuart Kogge specializes in wetlands, mitigation and
permitting. He has been the MDEQ and consulted in this area for over 30 years.



What team members will be sub-consulted/ specialist?
o Brad Strader (MKSK) – Stakeholder Engagement
o Megan Olds (Parallel Solutions) – Stakeholder Facilitator
o Heather Seyfarth (OHM Specialist) – Stakeholder Engagement
o Stuart Kogge (GEI) – Wetland and Environmental Permitting
o Mary Lupa (WSP) – Traffic Modeling



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

Experience of the Consulting Firm (10%):

10%



Provide examples of similar projects. Many similar projects – see attached



Experiences with Planning, Roadways, drainage, structures (Bridges), environmental permits,
public relations and traffic studies. See attached.



Your company’s familiarity with the community. Several projects within GT County; MODT/PEL
– Division Street, M-72 Lautner Roundabouts, City Lot Project (TC), Boardman Lake Trail,
Partnerships for Change – Sustainable Communities (TC) and others. They have extensive
experience in stakeholder engagement and public education.



What expertise are you intending on bring in from outside sources? Planning, Stakeholder
Engagement and Education, Traffic Modeling and Wetland/Environmental Permitting.



What level of technology will your company be using? Significant, modeling, design, media, etc.



Does your firm publish a code of ethics? Yes



How does your company intend on communicating with us on the progress of the project? Yes,
progress meetings will take place regularly and informal calls, emails, etc. will be utilized.



Familiarity with federal, state and local standards? Extensive experience



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: They were asked if they understood and agreed
how important public support would be to the success of this project no matter what potential
solution/option is recommended. OHM made it very clear the success of the project would
require public support and huge stakeholder engagement effort as well as public education.

Consultant Location (5%):

3%



If your company has multiple offices, based on your selected team, what office are they
assigned to? See proposal, they operate out of several locations have a local presence with
consultants. With technology, location is less important these days. Anyone of their team
leaders could be here within minutes to within a couple of hours.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None

General Items:



Reference verification In Process –GTCRC Office Manager



Describe your most challenging project and what procedures did you use to overcome the
challenges. One that came to mind was the PEL for I-275 at M153 (Ford Road) Area Interchange.
It was challenging technically, funding the project was a challenge as well as Public engagement.



How would you handle bringing in additional personnel to meet a deadline? OHM said they
would work with the road commission very closely and utilize MS project and good Project
Management to keep the project on track and would keep us informed if the schedule requires
any changes on regard to resources, process, etc.



Describe your QAQC process. OHM not only uses the Project Director and the Project Principal
to provide Quality Assurance reviews but they utilize other offices to review for accuracy and
constructability. Quality Control is a part of the entire process and everyone is responsible for
QC.



Understanding of project requirements and familiarity with federal, state and local standards
OHM provided a good understanding of the project as well as the phasing of the project.



Additional Questions/ Comments from Staff: None
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Phase 1 Scope of Service
Per RFQ, Phase 1 consists of the following;
Review past reports, studies, and regulatory reviews
Provide traffic study
Develop corridor options and cost estimates
Recommend corridor
Develop a project schedule
Identify necessary permitting
Identify and recommend funding options

As discussed at the November 21, 2017 board meeting, OHM recommends that public
outreach task from Phase 2 be pulled forward into Phase 1. Therefore, this draft scope
was developed under that framework.

I.

Project Administration/Communication
A.

Project Administration
1.
2.

B.

Team Communications
1.
2.

C.

Internal project planning & scope reviews
Team bi-weekly conference calls
Task & budget tracking, including team progress meetings & reports.

GTCRC Communications
1.

2.

D.

Development and maintenance of project schedule, invoicing
Development of PEP - Public Engagement Plan (see Section IV below)

Kickoff Meeting
Attendance of 6 OHM Team
Includes handouts, agenda, schedule, meeting notes
Progress Meetings
Monthly conference calls with GTCRC staff
Quarterly Board Presentations?

Data/Documentation Transfer
OHM will establish and maintain a separate restricted portal to
the project fileshare site (login and password) for working
documents for use by the project team.
Deliverables: Project Schedule, Public Engagement Plan, Fileshare site
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II.

Project Web Site <Optional>
A.

OHM hosts w/ link to GTCRC web page, dedicated to material available for
general public viewing. Anticipated content consists of;
1.
Previous studies, maps & documents
2.
Project calendar (graphical by season), includes work in progress
available for public view
3.
Interactive Mapping Tool
To the extent possible, geocode acquired data to allow the creation of
an interactive map set showing various layers, such as zoning, future
land use, environmental features, etc. This will allow the creation of
2D base map/constraints map from aerial and field measurements.
4.

Project correspondence files, including include meeting notices, agendas,
attendance sign-in sheets, meeting summaries/notes, and any
handouts/reports discussed at meetings.

5.

Structured input opportunities (e.g. short surveys, an interactive map,
FAQ/Q&A section)

Deliverables: Website set-up and maintenance, Interactive mapping tool

III.

Data Collection
A.

Request, receive, compile, organize & publish (via project web site
linkages) project-related documents and data.
1.
Request all available data and previous analyses from GTCRC (and
Townships), including:
Previous Analyses, including:
o Crash analyses
o Draft & Final EIS documents & appendixes
o Environmental studies and reports
Traffic Data, including:
o Peak hour turn volumes by vehicle type (AM, PM, and mid-day)
o Pedestrian/Bike Data
o 24h vehicle classification and speed data
o Network Northwest (Rural Task Force)
o Signal Plans/Timings
o Synchro Models
Travel Demand Model (TDM)
Above-ground Cultural Resources Survey
Existing Plans (any available geometric data)
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ROW information
Zoning and future land use plans
Utility data from known sources
Park land & 6(f) information
Emergency services and public transit /school transportation
information
Land use data from GIS sources and field observations

B.

Prior Studies Technical Memo – review and summarize key findings and
recommendations from previous work that is relevant to current efforts.
Identify shortcomings in data.
1.

If there are significant ‘holes’ in data, such as traffic counts that are too old
to use, then gather needed data to complement what is already available.
This may include:
Up to 30 each 6-hr intersection turning movement counts and 130
automatic traffic recorder approach volume counts.
Sending letters to utility companies for facility information.
Collecting field measurements and data, including utilities, parking,
driveway cuts, land uses, sidewalk locations and widths, etc.

<Note - GTCRC could collect traffic data rather than OHM getting a sub to
undertake>
C.

Project meeting – discuss findings of data review and plan for acquiring
any needed data.
Deliverables: Prior Studies Tech Memo and presentation of findings

IV.

Engagement Meetings
A.

B.

Establish order of meetings (rollout of info) and frequency – GTCRC staff,
then Board, then Local Agency Group (LAG). Need to confirm members of
LAG.
Identify meeting participants and prepare invitations
1.

C.

Compile comprehensive list of likely stakeholders in government,
education, social services, business and environmental arenas. Begin
outreach. <see working list>

Prepare Engagement Calendar – Develop key dates for meetings,
milestones and other time specific information (included in PEP task
above).
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D.

LAG Meetings – The purpose of this group is to bring together
representatives of the Road Commission, County, and any townships,
villages, and cities that have a stake in the project to discuss the planning
process and establish protocols. At an early stage of the project we will ask
participating jurisdictions to sign a memorandum of understanding (or
something similar) to ensure support and engagement in the process. As
part of the LAG meetings, the OHM team can share information in an
educational way so that people have a common understanding and a
shared language. It will be designed to help local officials deliberate the
issues in an effective way.
1.

We propose five (5) LAG meetings; Kickoff, ROA/Draft P&N, Final
P&N/Conceptual Alts, Practical Alts, Preferred Alt/Next Steps.

Deliverables: Invitation to meeting (OHM prepares, sent by GTCRC staff), project
process presentation, workshop presentations, facilitated discussion, preparation of
MOU.

E.

Stakeholder Interviews – These will be one-on-one or small focus group
meetings with stakeholders to discuss their unique views, hopes and
concerns and to gain a deeper understanding of how groups want to be
involved and how to best move forward considering everyone’s varying
interests. Meetings will be broken into separate interest groups (see
attached working list), led by members of the OHM team and assumes 7
groups, and 4 hours per meeting (incl. prep, meeting, and summary).
Follow up meetings are anticipated as needed and we assume 6 follow-up
meetings may be required. A script will be developed for meeting
“moderators” to ensure the same essential questions are posed to all
participants. Key to this meeting will be a request for suggestions of
potential changes, options, and alternatives that stakeholders believe
would constitute a benefit for the community.
1.

We assume the following for Stakeholder Interviews; Initial listen-andlearn meeting with 7 groups (led by individual team members), up to 6
follow-up meetings (independent or as a group, as requested).

Deliverables: Invitation to interviews (OHM prepares, sent by Road Commission),
interview questions/content, facilitated interviews, summary report
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F.

General Public Meetings – The purpose of these meetings is to inform the
public on the project and to gain an understanding of how their needs can
best be served. These meetings will take place throughout the region and
will likely include 5 meetings.
All Public Meetings will include:
Meetings at designated public facility in TC area – up to 3 OHM, 1
MKSK, 1 Parallel Solutions (balanced with GTCRC staff)
OHM (or GTCRC?) will prepare mailings and notify public within study
area. It is assumed GTCRC staff will have mailing list from previous
meetings.
Other techniques will be discussed to capture stakeholders such as
commercial vehicles who do not live in the study area, but work or
pass through.
Preparation of meeting materials (handouts, exhibits, video), GTCRC
review, and address comments
Prepare summary of each meeting for inclusion into study report
including action items.
1. We propose five (5) Public Meetings; Project Kickoff, Data Gathered/What
We’ve Heard/Draft P&N, Conceptual Alts/Final P&N, Practical Alts, Preferred
Alt/Next Steps.
Deliverables: Invitation to meetings (OHM prepares, sent by Road Commission),
meeting materials, facilitate meetings, summary report

G.

Speakers Bureau – Provide interviews for TV (UpNorth 2), radio (IPR) and
newspapers (Record Eagle).
1.

Includes preparation of materials to be used for media outlets.

Deliverables: Interview coaching for Road Commission representatives, preparation of
material, up to 5 scheduled interviews

H.

Media and Outreach Support – OHM will develop information materials
that are sent through existing social media outlets, and will create
informative emails that are sent bi-weekly from Road Commission.
Prep of reader-friendly public engagement materials for social media
outlets
Prep of GTCRC-delivered messages for media outlets
Deliverables: Informational media materials, distribution of materials, bi-weekly
informational emails.
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V.

Purpose and Need Statement
A.
B.
C.

D.

Formally identify the boundaries of the study area.
Identify & critique previous P&N statement(s)
OHM-developed draft P&N statement and alternatives evaluation criteria –
circulate to stakeholders and invite comments, questions and suggestions
on revising to better reflect community values and goals.
Includes effort to develop a draft and final P&N, and assumes the
development of P&N includes a series of reviews by GTCRC staff and LAG
prior to being finalized and formerly released to the public.
Deliverables: Submittal of draft and final P&N (considers multiple iterations)

VI.

Traffic and Safety Evaluations
A.

Safety (crash) study – perform a safety analysis (5-years of data) for the
major intersections and segments within the broad study area. Illustrate
data with tables and graphics. [Possible GIS application]
Deliverables: Submittal of Safety Study, address comments.

B.

Travel Demand Model – extract a sub-area model from the Statewide
model. Update if needed to base-year traffic counts, calibrate to current
conditions and project ‘no build’ to the design year of 2040. This baseline
will be used to compare/contrast to potential changes resulting from
alternatives.
1.

2.

OHM will gather data and cross check for potential updates for
development of the subarea model. Data will include:
♦ Previous traffic counts (Classification and Time of Day)
♦ The following items are assumed to be provided by the GTCRC
(especially special generators, new developments)
Special Generators (Hospitals, schools, major businesses)
Roadway improvements between base year and 2017
New developments (residential and employment) between the
base year and 2017
New or major proposed developments
Committed roadway and transit projects
Roadway inventory data
Run the subarea TDM and prepare model outputs (link level assigned
volumes) for the following initial alternatives:
♦ 2017 Base Year
♦ 2040 No Build
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3.

4.

♦ 2040 Alt 1
♦ 2040 Alt 2
♦ 2040 Alt 3
Travel Demand Model Alternative Runs
♦ Update Subarea TDM for three (3) practical alternatives.
♦ Update subarea TDM for one (1) preferred alternative.
♦ TDM volumes will be adjusted using NCHRP 765/255 methods for use
as input into Synchro.
♦ TDM Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) and Vehicle Hours Travelled
(VHT) will be provided to the Economist for economic analysis.
Prepare traffic congestion & demand maps – depict traffic demand and
congestion in existing network. Both a.m. and p.m. peaks will be
evaluated.

VII. Social, Economic, Environmental (SEE) Studies
A.

Identify the SEE constraints within the study area, based on known data.
1.

2.

B.

There may be a few SEE features that do not need to be updated due to the
passage of time. An example of this is archaeological sites. Otherwise, will
need to have a disclaimer that updates to the features inventory for the
study area will be required.
Preparation of SEE White Paper

Develop Preliminary Constraints Maps – depict social, environmental,
economic (SEE) constraints and issues in the study area.
Deliverables: Submittal of SEE White Paper, Constraints Map, address comments.

VIII. Alternatives Development
A.

B.
C.

As part of the stakeholder interviews and the general public meetings, will
elicit suggestions for “Range of Alternatives”. It is anticipated this will
amount to no more than 10 alternatives (including sub-alternatives).
Brainstorming meeting(s) with stakeholders – need to decide if will have
just one or several efforts at brainstorming ideas.
It is assumed no more than six (6) conceptual alternatives will be derived
from the initial range of alternatives. Test conceptual alternatives for fatal
flaws and if meets P&N. Those retained (practical) should be refined for
presentation to public.
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D.

It is assumed no more than three (3) practical alternatives will be derived
from the conceptual alternatives stage. For each practical alternative:
1.
2.
3.

4.

E.

After public input, make corrections and refinements as needed to arrive at
a recommended preferred alternative. This should include an
implementation schedule, if the changes are likely to be done piecemeal
over several individual projects.
1.
2.

F.

Use HSM crash reduction factors to predict TOR for safety of alternative.
Use sub-area travel demand model to predict effectiveness of alternative
in addressing travel pattern issues.
Generate a matrix of impacts (evaluation criteria) regarding safety, traffic,
pedestrian and bicycle mobility, transit opportunities, SEE, and other
related factors. Prepare construction cost estimates for evaluation.
Present to stakeholders and general public.

Upon selection of preferred alternative, OHM will investigate funding
opportunities and propose various options toward short-term fixes.
OHM will investigate any required permits based upon preferred
alternative and will coordinate activities with all permitting agencies.

Preparation of graphics and exhibits illustrating the alternatives
1.

2.

3.

Conceptual alternatives will be done at a 2-D level for the entire study
area on aerial photography with enlargements of typical sections and key
spot locations. These will include lane dimensions but not details of the
intersection approaches.
2-D graphics will be further enhanced for three or four Practical
Alternatives. 3-D graphics (for a set number of locations as described
below) may also be prepared to better illustrate the alternative in
perspective view. These will illustrate traffic lane directions and
dimensions, pedestrian facility width, any bike facilities, any on-street
parking and the streetscape “amenity zone” (area for potential
streetscape). These simple graphics could be supplemented by sample
photographs of potential elements in those zones.
• Creation of graphics showing the existing conditions and then
proposed illustrations of the practical alternatives over those
images. OHM will supplement these segment graphics with more
detailed drawings of the major intersections. In some cases,
options for key intersections may be shown within an alternative.
The Preferred Alternative will be prepared with more enhanced, detailed
graphics for stakeholder/public meetings. It is anticipated 2-D will be the
primary level of detail with 3-D renderings prepared for more detailed
views.
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IX.

Preparation of Alternatives Report (PEL format)
A.
B.

Will provide detailed project information required to support future
phases of work/safety and operational improvements.
Will provide the basis to support the choice of the Preferred Alternative.
1.

2.

3.

Will include necessary discussion of the alternatives, justification for
dismissal of alternatives, the selection process, stakeholder and public
involvement, costs associated with constructing the project, and the
associated safety benefit and time of return from investment.
The report will also include all technical memos prepared under this
contract including but not limited to the Road Safety Audit, Safety
Analysis, Traffic Analysis Memorandum, and Engineering (design).
All documentation of design related issues (meeting minutes,
correspondence, phone records, etc.) will be included in the Final
Technical Memorandum to provide a record of guidance and decisions
that influenced the selection of the Preferred Alternative.

Working List of Stakeholder Groups

As of: December 11, 2017

Name

Position

Representing

Amy Beyer
Christine Crissman
Glen Chown
Liz Kirkwood
Greg Reisig

Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director

NGO Environmental
Conservation Resource Alliance
Watershed Center Grand Traverse Bay
Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy
FLOW (For the Love of Water)
Northern Michigan Environmental Action Council

Julie Clark
Ty Schmidt

Executive Director
Executive Director

Jim Moore
Hans Voss
Marsha Smith
Max Anderson
Trevor Tkach
Doug Luciani
Gina

Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
President/CEO
Executive Director
Executive Director

Tim Nelson
Paul Soma

President
Superintendent

Jean Derenzy
Mike Woods
Matt McCauley
Marty Colburn
Jim Carruthers
Carol Crawford
Vicki Uppal

Executive Director
Managing Director
CEO
City Manager
Mayor
Board Chair
County Administrator

NGO Transportation
TART Trails, Inc.
Norte!
NGO General
Disability Network of Northern Michigan
Groundwork Center for Resilient Communities
Rotary Charities of Traverse City/North Sky Non‐Profit Network
Traverse City Area Chamber of Commerce
Traverse Tourism (CVB)
TraverseCONNECT
Child and Family Services
Northwest Michigan Community Action Agency
Community Mental Health

Education
Northwestern Michigan College
Traverse City Area Public Schools
Governmental Transportation & Land Use
Bay Area Transit Authority
Grand Traverse Band
Traverse City Downtown Development Authority
TTCI
Networks Northwest
City of Traverse City
City of Traverse City
Grand Traverse County
Grand Traverse County
Garfield Township
East Bay Township
Blair Township
Peninsula Township
Elmwood Township
MDOT
Airport Authority
Fire/Emergency Management

Large Employers
Munson Hospital
Tyson/Hillshire Farms
Grand Traverse Resort
Major Destinations/Traffic Generators?
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
Cherry Festival
Film Festival
TBAYS (soccer fields/tournaments)
Malls/Costco

Step 1
Administrative/Project
Setup
• Administrative Tasks
• Project Kickoff
• Public Engagement
Plan
• Project Website
• Progress Meetings

Step 2
Data Collection
• Prior Studies Review
• Traffic and Safety
Analysis
• Travel Demand
Model
• SEE Study
• Purpose & Need

East West Transportation
Corridor Development Project

Step 3
Engagement
• Local Agency Group
• Stakeholder Groups
• Public Involvement
• Additional Meetings
as-needed

Step 4
Alternative Analysis
• Range of Alternatives
• Conceptual
• Practical
• Preferred
• Final Report

GTCRC East-West Corridor Phase 1 – Study Steps
1. Notice to Proceed (assume January 15, 2018)
2. Data Request <OHM>
a. OHM prepares, subs review
b. OHM submits to GTCRC
3. Kickoff meeting with GTCRC Staff <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Agree on refined schedule
b. Agree on list of LAG Members and Stakeholders
c. Confirm calendar of events and logistics (draft and distribution of invites, etc.)
d. Procure any requested items
i. OHM to summarize and post to FileShare site for subs
e. Prepare and send meeting notes
4. Internal progress meetings – biweekly <all>
5. GTCRC staff conference calls – monthly <OHM, others when needed>
6. Begin previous studies review (2 weeks) <all>
a. Each sub focus on their area of expertise
b. Prepare and submit Previous Studies White Paper
i. Summarize recommendations, identify constraints
c. Present findings to GTCRC Board (if requested)
7. Develop Project Website <OHM>
a. GTCRC review prior to launch
b. Important to complete for announcement of PM#1
8. Prepare Traffic and Safety Analysis (Crash Summary) <OHM>
9. Prepare Constraints Map <OHM>
10. Prepare SEE Study <OHM>
11. Establish evaluation criteria <OHM, MKSK, WSP>
12. Prepare and send LAG and stakeholder interview invites <OHM>
13. Prepare meeting material (used for all 3 meetings)
14. Post meeting materials to Project Website <OHM>
15. LAG #1 – Kickoff <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Assume 14 day notice
b. Describe process, review project need, traffic trends and forecasts, why project is
needed, expectations of LAG, draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), goals of
Phase 1
c. Present Constraints Map, Evaluation Criteria
d. Present list of Stakeholders and calendar for the focus groups/interviews, discuss
groups and focus of each session
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e. Prepare and send meeting notes
16. Stakeholder Group Meetings <OHM, PS>
a. Assume 10 days following LAG meeting
b. 2 days of focus group meetings and interviews
c. Prepare summary of discussions
d. Catalog any alternatives discussed as Range of Alternatives (ROA)
17. PM#1 – Kickoff <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Assume 1 week following Stakeholder meeting
b. Present Process, schedule, goals & objectives
c. Present Constraints Map and other factors to consider
d. Present evaluation criteria elements
e. Comment forms (suggestions for possible ROA)
f. Maybe here or around here we have a briefing at another event in the region where
many of those who have been involved in previous studies attend like a Chamber
meeting or the MPO? Schedule our kickoff or the next trip to coincide with an
opportunity to present at a regularly scheduled event of another group who will be
influential so we can explain personally our approach
g. Prepare and send meeting summary
18. Begin Travel Demand Modeling (existing condition) <WSP>
19. Compile ROA (up to 10) and evaluate against criteria <OHM, MKSK>
20. Prepare Draft Purpose and Need (P&N) <OHM, MKSK, PS, WSP>
a. Submit to GTCRC for review, address comments
21. Prepare and send LAG and stakeholder interview invites <OHM>
22. Prepare meeting material (used for all 3 meetings)
23. Post meeting materials to Project Website <OHM>
24. LAG #2 –Draft P&N, ROA <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Assume 14 day notice
b. Update from PM#1 and Stakeholder discussion
c. Review MOU and sign if approved
d. Present Draft P&N
e. Present ROA, criteria, reasoning for dismissing 4-5 alts
f. Agree to proceed with Conceptual Alts
g. Prepare and send meeting notes
25. Stakeholder Group outreach (?) <OHM, PS>
a. Assume 10 days following LAG meeting
b. Present ROA, those dismissed and reasons why
c. Present Draft P&N
d. Prepare meeting summary
26. PM#2 – Draft P&N/ROA <OHM, MKSK, PS>
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a. Assume 1 week following Stakeholder meeting
b. Present Draft P&N
c. Present ROA
d. Comment forms
e. Update website and media briefings, provide social media updates
f. Prepare and send meeting summary
27. Prepare Final P&N <OHM, MKSK, PS, WSP>
28. Develop Conceptual Alternatives (up to 6) <OHM, MKSK>
a. Evaluate per P&N, Evaluation Criteria
29. Prepare and send LAG and stakeholder interview invites <OHM>
30. Prepare meeting material (used for all 3 meetings)
31. Post meeting materials to Project Website <OHM>
32. LAG #3 – Final P&N, Conceptual Alts <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Assume 14 day notice
b. Present Final P&N
c. Present Conceptual Alts - agree to present to public and update website etc.
d. Prepare and send meeting notes
33. Stakeholder Group outreach (?) <OHM, PS>
a. Assume 10 days following LAG meeting
b. Present Final P&N
c. Present Conceptual Alts
d. Prepare meeting summary
34. PM#3 – Final P&N, Conceptual Alts <OHM, MKSK, PS, WSP>
a. Assume 1 week following Stakeholder meeting
b. Present Final P&N
c. Present Conceptual Alts
d. Comment forms
e. Update website and media briefings, provide social media updates
f. Prepare and send meeting summary
35. Develop Practical Alternatives (up to 3) <OHM, MKSK>
a. Refine alignments and design details of conceptual alternatives or sub-options for
segments of each?
b. Prepare Alternative Costs, add to criteria
36. Update TDM for Practical Alts <WSP>
37. Prepare and send LAG and stakeholder interview invites <OHM>
38. Prepare meeting material (used for all 3 meetings)
39. Post meeting materials to Project Website <OHM>
40. LAG #4 – Practical Alts <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Assume 14 day notice
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b. Present Practical Alts - agree to present to public
c. Prepare and send meeting notes
41. Stakeholder Group outreach (?) <OHM, PS>
a. Assume 10 days following LAG meeting
b. Present Practical Alts
c. Prepare meeting summary
42. PM#4 – Practical Alts <OHM, MKSK, PS, WSP>
a. Assume 1 week following Stakeholder meeting
b. Present Practical Alts
c. Comment forms
d. Update website and media briefings, provide social media updates
e. Prepare and send meeting summary
43. GTCRC Meeting (staff and board) for concurrence to prepare Preferred Alt <OHM>
44. Develop Preferred Alternative <OHM, MKSK>
a. Confirm all SEE analysis/PEL Criteria
b. Investigate Funding Opps
c. Identify required permitting activities
45. Update TDM for Preferred Alt <WSP>
46. Update Safety and Traffic Analysis for Preferred Alt <OHM>
47. Prepare Draft PEL Report <OHM>
48. Prepare and send LAG and stakeholder interview invites <OHM>
49. Prepare meeting material (used for all 3 meetings)
50. Post meeting materials to Project Website <OHM>
51. LAG #5 –Preferred Alt/Next Steps <OHM, MKSK, PS>
a. Assume 14 day notice
b. Present Preferred Alt - agree to present to public, update website etc.
c. Present Draft PEL Report
d. Discus next steps
e. Prepare and send meeting notes
52. Stakeholder Group outreach (?) <OHM, PS>
a. Assume 10 days following LAG meeting
b. Present Preferred Alt
c. Prepare meeting summary
53. PM#5 – Preferred Alt/Next Steps <OHM, PS>
a. Assume 1 week following Stakeholder meeting
b. Present Preferred Alt
c. Present Next Steps/Calendar
d. Comment forms
e. Update website and media briefings, provide social media updates
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f. Prepare and send meeting summary
54. Finalize PEL Report <OHM, with review by subs>
a. Submit for review and comment
55. Phase 1 closeout meeting with GTCRC and Board <OHM, MKSK, PS>

Grand Traverse County Road Commission
East West Corridor Transportation Development Project
ID

Task Name
1

GTCRC East West Transportation
Corridor Development Project

Phase 1 Services

Duration

Start

264 days?

Mon 1/8/18 Thu 1/17/19

Finish

2

Notice to Proceed

0 days

Mon 1/15/18 Mon 1/15/18

3

Progress Meetings

4
32
46

256 days

Mon 1/15/18Tue 1/15/19

Internal Progress Meetings

255 days

Tue 1/16/18 Tue 1/15/19

GTCRC staff Conference Calls

256 days

Mon 1/15/18Tue 1/15/19

12 days

Mon 1/8/18 Wed 1/24/18

Data Request

0 days

Mon 1/8/18 Mon 1/8/18 2FS‐5 days

48

Kickoff Meeting (Internal)

0 days

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 2FS+3 days

49

Kickoff Meeting at GTCRC

0 days

Tue 1/23/18 Tue 1/23/18 48FS+4 days,55

50

Develop Project Website

3 days

Mon 1/15/18 Wed 1/17/18 2

6 days?

Mon 1/15/18Mon 1/22/18

Data/Previous Studies

52

Procure/post requested items

0 days

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 47FS+8 days

53

Previous Studies Review

4 days

Mon 1/15/18 Thu 1/18/18 2

54

Prepare Previous Studies WP

2 days

Fri 1/19/18 Mon 1/22/18 53

Submit WP for review

0 days

Mon 1/22/18 Mon 1/22/18 54

55
56
57

Present to GTCRC Board (at Kickoff)1 day?
Initial Project Development Tasks

34 days

Jan 7, '18
Jan 14, '18
Jan 21, '18
Jan 28, '18
Feb 4, '18
Feb 11, '18
Feb 18, '18
Feb 25, '18
Mar 4, '18
Mar 11, '18
Mar 18, '18
Mar 25, '18
Apr 1, '18
Apr 8, '18
Apr 15, '18
Apr 22, '18
Apr 29, '18
May 6, '18
May 13, '18
May 20, '18
May 27, '18
Jun 3, '18
Jun 10, '18
Jun 17, '18
Jun 24, '18
Jul 1, '18
Jul 8, '18
Jul 15, '18
Jul 22, '18
Jul 29, '18
Aug 5, '18
Aug 12, '18
Aug 19, '18
Aug 26, '18
Sep 2, '18
Sep 9, '18
Sep 16, '18
Sep 23, '18
Sep 30, '18
Oct 7, '18
Oct 14, '18
Oct 21, '18
Oct 28, '18
Nov 4, '18
Nov 11, '18
Nov 18, '18
Nov 25, '18
Dec 2, '18
Dec 9, '18
Dec 16, '18
Dec 23, '18
Dec 30, '18
Jan 6, '19
Jan 13, '19
Jan 20
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1/15

47

51

Project Kickoff

Predecessors

Prepare Safety and Traffic Analysis 5 days

Thu 1/18/18 Wed 1/24/18 52

Travel Demand Model (Exist Cond) 5 days

Thu 1/18/18 Wed 1/24/18 52

60

Prepare Constraints Map

2 days

Thu 1/25/18 Fri 1/26/18 58,59,56

61

Prepare SEE Study

3 days

Thu 1/25/18 Mon 1/29/18 58

62

Establish Evaluation Criteria

2 days

Tue 1/30/18 Wed 1/31/18 60,61,49

63

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Tue 1/16/18 Tue 1/16/18 56

64

LAG#1

6 days

Thu 2/1/18 Thu 2/8/18

65

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Thu 2/1/18 Mon 2/5/18 62

66

Post material to website

1 day

Tue 2/6/18

Tue 2/6/18

65,50

67

Attend meeting (assume 14d not0 days

Tue 2/6/18

Tue 2/6/18

63FS+14 days,66,7

68

Prepare and send meeting notes 2 days

Wed 2/7/18 Thu 2/8/18 67

70
71
72
73
74

29 days

Wed 1/17/18Mon 2/26/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 63

Post material to website

1 day

Thu 1/18/18 Thu 1/18/18 70

Attend group meetings

2 days

Wed 2/21/18 Thu 2/22/18 67FS+10 days

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

2 days

Fri 2/23/18 Mon
2/26/18

33 days

Wed 1/17/18Fri 3/2/18

PM#1
Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 63

76

Post material to website

1 day

Thu 1/18/18 Thu 1/18/18 75

77

Attend meeting

0 days

Thu 3/1/18 Thu 3/1/18 76,72FS+5 days

78

Prepare and send meeting summ1 day
Range of Alts Development Tasks

Fri 3/2/18

Fri 3/2/18

38 days

Fri 3/2/18

Tue 4/24/18

Compile ROA

5 days

Fri 3/2/18

Thu 3/8/18 67,72,77

81

Prepare Draft P&N

4 days

Fri 3/9/18

Wed 3/14/18 80

82

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Thu 3/15/18 Thu 3/15/18 81

83

LAG#2

16 days

Thu 3/15/18 Thu 4/5/18

84

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Thu 3/15/18 Mon 3/19/18 81

85

Post material to website

1 day

Tue 3/20/18 Tue 3/20/18 84

86

Attend meeting

0 days

Wed 4/4/18 Wed 4/4/18 82FS+14 days,85

87

Prepare and send meeting notes 1 day
Stakeholder Group Meetings

89
90
91
92
93

Fri 3/16/18 Tue 4/24/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Fri 3/16/18 Fri 3/16/18 82

Post material to website

1 day

Mon 3/19/18 Mon 3/19/18 89

Attend group meetings

2 days

Thu 4/19/18 Fri 4/20/18 86FS+10 days,90

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

2 days

Mon
4/23/18

27 days

Fri 3/16/18 Mon 4/23/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Fri 3/16/18 Fri 3/16/18 82

95

Post material to website

1 day

Mon 3/19/18 Mon 3/19/18 94

96

Attend meeting

0 days

Fri 4/20/18 Fri 4/20/18 91,95

97

Prepare and send meeting
summary

1 day

Mon
4/23/18

Conceptual Alts Development Tasks 47 days

Mon
4/23/18

99

Prepare Final P&N

4 days

Tue 4/24/18 Fri 4/27/18 97

Develop Conceptual Alts

10 days

Mon 4/30/18 Fri 5/11/18 99,62

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Mon
5/14/18

102

LAG#3

16 days

Mon 5/14/18Tue 6/5/18

Mon
5/14/18

100

103

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Mon 5/14/18 Wed 5/16/18 100

104

Post material to website

1 day

Thu 5/17/18 Thu 5/17/18 103

105

Attend meeting

0 days

Mon 6/4/18 Mon 6/4/18 101FS+14 days,10

106

Prepare and send meeting notes 1 day

108
109
110
111
112

Tue 6/5/18

Tue 6/5/18

Mon 5/14/18Thu 6/21/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Mon 5/14/18 Mon 5/14/18 100

Post material to website

1 day

Tue 5/15/18 Tue 5/15/18 108

Attend group meetings

2 days

Tue 6/19/18 Wed 6/20/18 105FS+10 days,10

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

1 day

Thu 6/21/18 Thu 6/21/18 110

33 days

Mon 5/14/18Thu 6/28/18

113

Prepare meeting materials

2 days

Mon 5/14/18 Tue 5/15/18 100

114

Attend meeting

0 days

Wed 6/27/18 Wed 6/27/18 110FS+5 days,113

115

Prepare and send meeting
summary

1 day

Thu 6/28/18 Thu 6/28/18 114

116

Practical Alts Development Tasks

53 days

Fri 6/29/18 Thu 9/13/18

117

Develop Practial Alts

15 days

Fri 6/29/18 Fri 7/20/18 115

118

Update TDM for Practical Alts

5 days

Mon 7/23/18 Fri 7/27/18 117

119

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Mon
7/30/18

120

LAG#4

Mon
7/30/18

Mon 7/23/18Mon 8/20/18

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Mon 7/23/18 Wed 7/25/18 117

122

Post material to website

1 day

Thu 7/26/18 Thu 7/26/18 121

123

Attend meeting

0 days

Fri 8/17/18 Fri 8/17/18 119FS+14 days,12

124

Prepare and send meeting notes 1 day
Stakeholder Group Meetings

126
127
128
129

Mon 7/23/18Thu 9/6/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Mon 7/23/18 Mon 7/23/18 117

Attend group meetings

2 days

Tue 9/4/18

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

1 day

Thu 9/6/18 Thu 9/6/18 127

Wed 9/5/18 123FS+10 days,12

38 days

Mon 7/23/18Thu 9/13/18

130

Prepare meeting materials

2 days

Mon 7/23/18 Tue 7/24/18 117

131

Attend meeting

0 days

Wed 9/12/18 Wed 9/12/18 130,127FS+5 days

132

Prepare and send meeting
summary

1 day

Thu 9/13/18 Thu 9/13/18 131

58 days

Wed 9/19/18Tue 12/11/18

133

Preferred Alts Development Tasks

134

GTCRC meeting ‐ confirm Preferred 0 days

Wed 9/19/18 Wed 9/19/18 131FS+5 days

135

Develop Preferred Alt

15 days

Thu 9/20/18 Wed 10/10/1 134

136

Update TDM for Preferred Alt

5 days

Thu 10/11/18Wed 10/17/1 135

137

Update Safety and Traffic Analysis 5 days

Thu 10/11/18Wed 10/17/1 135

138

Prepare Draft PEL Report

Thu 10/11/18Wed 10/31/1 68,73,78,87,92,97

139

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Thu
10/11/18

140

LAG#5

26 days

Thu 10/11/18Thu 11/15/18

15 days

Thu
10/11/18

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Thu 10/11/18Mon 10/15/1 135

142

Post material to website

1 day

Tue 10/16/18Tue 10/16/18141

143

Attend meeting

0 days

Wed 11/14/1 Wed 11/14/1 138FS+10 days,13

144

Prepare and send meeting notes 1 day
Stakeholder Group Meetings

146
147
148
149

Thu 10/11/18Tue 12/4/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Thu 10/11/18Thu 10/11/18135

Attend group meetings

2 days

Fri 11/30/18 Mon 12/3/18 143FS+10 days,14

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

1 day

Tue 12/4/18 Tue 12/4/18 147

43 days

Thu 10/11/18Tue 12/11/18

150

Prepare meeting materials

2 days

Thu 10/11/18Fri 10/12/18 135

151

Attend meeting

0 days

Mon 12/10/1 Mon 12/10/1 147FS+5 days,150

152

Prepare and send meeting
summary

1 day

Tue
12/11/18

Tue
12/11/18

153

Project Closeout

26 days

Wed 12/12/1Thu 1/17/19

154

PEL Report

15 days

Wed 12/12/1Wed 1/2/19

Prepare and Submit for review 10 days

Wed 12/12/1 Wed 12/26/1 151,144,148,152,

156

Address comments and resubmit5 days

Thu 12/27/18Wed 1/2/19 155

Phase 1 Closeout Meeting

Project: East West Connector P
Date: Sun 12/10/17

Task

1 day

11/14

12/10

151

155

157

9/19

Thu 11/15/18Thu 11/15/18143

38 days

PM#5

9/12

135

141

145

8/17

Mon 8/20/18 Mon 8/20/18 123

33 days

PM#4

6/27

118

21 days

121

125

6/4

105

28 days

PM#3

4/20

96

101

Stakeholder Group Meetings

4/4

Tue 4/24/18 Thu 6/28/18

100

107

3/1

Tue 4/24/18 91

94

98

2/6

Thu 4/5/18 Thu 4/5/18 86

28 days

PM#2

1/22

77

80

88

1/17

72

75

79

1/23

Tue 1/16/18 Fri 3/2/18

59

Stakeholder Group Meetings

1/17

Mon 1/15/18 Mon 1/15/18

58

69

1/8

Thu 1/17/19 Thu 1/17/19 156FS+10 days
Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Page 1

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Progress

Manual Progress

Sun 12/10/17

Grand Traverse County Road Commission
East West Corridor Transportation Development Project
ID

Task Name
1

Phase 1 Services

Duration

Start

264 days?

Mon 1/8/18 Thu 1/17/19

Finish

Predecessors

2

Notice to Proceed

0 days

Mon 1/15/18 Mon 1/15/18

3

Progress Meetings

256 days

Mon 1/15/18Tue 1/15/19

4

Internal Progress Meetings

255 days

Tue 1/16/18 Tue 1/15/19

GTCRC staff Conference Calls

256 days

Mon 1/15/18Tue 1/15/19

12 days

Mon 1/8/18 Wed 1/24/18

Project Kickoff

47

Data Request

0 days

Mon 1/8/18 Mon 1/8/18 2FS‐5 days

48

Kickoff Meeting (Internal)

0 days

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 2FS+3 days

49

Kickoff Meeting at GTCRC

0 days

Tue 1/23/18 Tue 1/23/18 48FS+4 days,55

50

Develop Project Website

3 days

Mon 1/15/18 Wed 1/17/18 2

51

6 days?

Mon 1/15/18Mon 1/22/18

52

Procure/post requested items

0 days

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 47FS+8 days

53

Previous Studies Review

4 days

Mon 1/15/18 Thu 1/18/18 2

54

Prepare Previous Studies WP

2 days

Fri 1/19/18 Mon 1/22/18 53

55

Submit WP for review

0 days

Mon 1/22/18 Mon 1/22/18 54

56

Present to GTCRC Board (at Kickoff)1 day?

57

Data/Previous Studies

Initial Project Development Tasks

34 days

Thu 1/18/18 Wed 1/24/18 52

59

Travel Demand Model (Exist Cond) 5 days

Thu 1/18/18 Wed 1/24/18 52

60

Prepare Constraints Map

2 days

Thu 1/25/18 Fri 1/26/18 58,59,56

61

Prepare SEE Study

3 days

Thu 1/25/18 Mon 1/29/18 58

62

Establish Evaluation Criteria

2 days

Tue 1/30/18 Wed 1/31/18 60,61,49

63

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Tue 1/16/18 Tue 1/16/18 56

64

LAG#1

6 days

Thu 2/1/18 Thu 2/8/18

65

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Thu 2/1/18 Mon 2/5/18 62

66

Post material to website

1 day

Tue 2/6/18

Tue 2/6/18

65,50

67

Attend meeting (assume 14d not0 days

Tue 2/6/18

Tue 2/6/18

63FS+14 days,66,7

68

Prepare and send meeting notes 2 days

Wed 2/7/18 Thu 2/8/18 67

69

Stakeholder Group Meetings

29 days

Wed 1/17/18Mon 2/26/18

70

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 63

71

Post material to website

1 day

Thu 1/18/18 Thu 1/18/18 70

72

Attend group meetings

2 days

Wed 2/21/18 Thu 2/22/18 67FS+10 days

73

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

2 days

Fri 2/23/18 Mon
2/26/18

33 days

Wed 1/17/18Fri 3/2/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Wed 1/17/18 Wed 1/17/18 63

76

Post material to website

1 day

Thu 1/18/18 Thu 1/18/18 75

77

Attend meeting

0 days

Thu 3/1/18 Thu 3/1/18 76,72FS+5 days

78

Prepare and send meeting summ1 day
Range of Alts Development Tasks

Fri 3/2/18

Fri 3/2/18

38 days

Fri 3/2/18

Tue 4/24/18

Compile ROA

5 days

Fri 3/2/18

Thu 3/8/18 67,72,77

81

Prepare Draft P&N

4 days

Fri 3/9/18

Wed 3/14/18 80

82

Prepare and send LAG, Stakholder 1 day
Group, PM meeting invites

Thu 3/15/18 Thu 3/15/18 81

83

LAG#2

16 days

Thu 3/15/18 Thu 4/5/18

84

Prepare meeting materials

3 days

Thu 3/15/18 Mon 3/19/18 81

85

Post material to website

1 day

Tue 3/20/18 Tue 3/20/18 84

86

Attend meeting

0 days

Wed 4/4/18 Wed 4/4/18 82FS+14 days,85

87

Prepare and send meeting notes 1 day
Stakeholder Group Meetings

28 days

Fri 3/16/18 Tue 4/24/18

89

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Fri 3/16/18 Fri 3/16/18 82

90

Post material to website

1 day

Mon 3/19/18 Mon 3/19/18 89

91

Attend group meetings

2 days

Thu 4/19/18 Fri 4/20/18 86FS+10 days,90

92

Prepare and send summarized
group meeting notes

2 days

Mon
4/23/18

27 days

Fri 3/16/18 Mon 4/23/18

Prepare meeting materials

1 day

Fri 3/16/18 Fri 3/16/18 82

95

Post material to website

1 day

Mon 3/19/18 Mon 3/19/18 94

96

Attend meeting

0 days

Fri 4/20/18 Fri 4/20/18 91,95

97

Prepare and send meeting
summary

1 day

Mon
4/23/18

Conceptual Alts Development Tasks 47 days

Mon
4/23/18

F

S

Jan 21, '18
S M T W

T

F

S

Jan 28, '18
S M T W

T

F

S
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T

F
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Boardman River Corridor Focused PEL
Background and Scope Overview
Phase 2
Introduction
As a follow up to the initial Planning and Environment Linkages (PEL) Study, the East-West Corridor
Transportation Study, completed in May 2019, the OHM Advisors Team has assembled this Scope of
Services. The goal of this focused PEL Study is to pick up where the initial PEL left off, evaluate in greater
detail if additional roadway capacity is needed to serve the east-west travel demands and, if so, in which of
the five alternative corridors it makes the most sense.
After meetings with the Michigan Department of Transportation’s Local Agency Programs Unit (MDOT’s
LAP), it was determined that the continuation of the process should be a focused PEL Study, with a more
rigorous assessment of the practical alternatives identified in the 2019 Study. In addition, in order to prepare
for a potential formal NEPA environmental study, and the involvement of The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), the assessment period would be extended beyond the initial 10-year study period
accomplished in the 2019 Study to a 2045 horizon year. The result of the meetings was that MDOT suggested
the Grand Traverse County Road Commission (GTCRC) follow this environmental process to determine NEPA
classification prior to formal FHWA involvement. As such, this Study would be implemented as an extension
of the May 2019 East-West Corridor PEL Study (the 2019 Study).
Study Team
The Study Team will be comprised of OHM Advisors (OHM), WSP Michigan (WSP) and GEI Consultants of
Michigan (GEI). OHM will lead the contract, the traffic analysis and bridge concepts. WSP will lead the
planning and PEL analysis, traffic modeling, and alternative concepts. GEI will lead the ecological
investigations. All firms on the project team will participate in the public/stakeholder engagement portion
of the Study.
There is a need to continue the robust public outreach and involvement process that started with the initial
PEL. Toward that end, the focused PEL study needs a local facilitator to assist with providing ample
opportunities for various interested stakeholders to engage and participate. It is our understanding that
Networks Northwest will act as that local facilitator and that this will be an “arms-length” arrangement
where they are not a subconsultant to the OHM Team.
There are new federal requirements that require environmental clearance within two years of initiating
NEPA. The 2019 Study established a good foundation for the advancement of further study of the need for
additional capacity across the Boardman River Corridor, but the magnitude of the data collection, analysis,
and the challenges associated with achieving consensus or support for a build alternative are still significant.
Many of the required elements for environmental clearance can be significantly advanced or completed
prior to the initiation of a formal NEPA process and will be utilized in the formal
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NEPA document (anticipated to be either an Environmental Assessment or an Environmental Impact
Statement) which prevents throwaway or duplication of work tasks. This process is a new efficiency granted
to road agencies by FHWA. Further, this has been discussed and suggested by MDOT. MDOT will maintain
contact with FHWA and will provide oversight during the process. It is envisioned that the total time needed
for environmental clearance for this project can be two years.
FHWA also allows agencies to advance design to the preliminary ROW plan stage (approximately 30% design
completion) within the NEPA environmental phase. This is recommended for a project of this potential
magnitude and complexity, following this Focused PEL Study. Advancing the project beyond the Focused PEL
Study will provide more fully defined impacts for a preferred alternative, detailed costs, and the
development of a comprehensive mitigation plan. Therefore, consideration should be given to adding this
element to the project scope of work. The OHM Team proposes the following approach:
Focused PEL Study Effort - Environmental Process and Analysis – Phase 2A
Robust Stakeholder/Public Engagement
Develop a public involvement plan to meet needs of a significant project with high level of
stakeholder and public interest.
Use a local facilitator (Networks Northwest) to provide stakeholder and public outreach support. The
purpose of the local facilitator role is to facilitate and lead stakeholder and focus group meetings,
advise and provide guidance to the broader group regarding outreach strategies, and assist with
conflict resolution needs. The facilitator will focus on process, not outcomes, such that community
conversations and focus group meetings are conducted in a manner that builds trust and promotes
open discussion of issues, concerns, analysis, and recommendations.
Initial consultation with FHWA and other State and Federal resource agencies will occur early in the
process. This will allow the identification of potential fatal flaws or areas needing additional analysis
which will allow Team to eliminate alternatives.
Defined Purpose and Need
The required Purpose and Need (P&N) for this project will need to be carefully crafted and vetted
with the community and resource agencies. Although the P&N developed and utilized in the 2019
Study is a good starting point, the P&N for any Boardman River Corridor alternative will need to be
tailored to address the specific purpose and need for additional capacity. Additional concepts such
as system redundancy and resilience should be considered for inclusion in the new P&N. Creating an
additional river crossing or adding capacity to an existing crossing in this growing region will reduce
system vulnerability for east-west traffic movements, particularly when considering the current level
of congestion on South Airport Road. It is also important to recognize the selection of a build
alternative other than South Airport Road will likely result in a legal challenge based on past
controversy.
Social, Economic, and Environmental
The collection and analysis of Social, Economic, and Environmental (SEE) data is critical to
determining the potential impacts from a new crossing as well as answering questions from the
community and resource agencies. This task will provide the information necessary to determine
potential impacts of each alternative for comparison purposes.
Board River Crossing FPEL
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Alternatives Analysis
The Team will begin the analysis of ROW requirements and impacts associated with each of the five
alternatives from the 2019 Study. This analysis will occur initially at a high level for these five
Alternatives and will be refined and quantified in greater detail as the analysis is refined toward a
Recommended Alternative. The intent is to define the preliminary right-of-way limits for each
alternative to allow for an accurate evaluation of the resources described further in the DETAILED
SCOPE OF SERVICES, Section VII – SEE Studies.
Through the analysis of data, refinement and possible elimination of alternatives, and with input
from the community, the appropriate level of environmental clearance classification can be
determined. It is possible that a build alternative can be selected and advanced as an Environmental
Assessment, rather than an Environmental Impact Study, depending on the degree of potential
impacts from the build alternative. There are significant efficiencies and potential cost savings with
this approach. It is envisioned that these activities can be completed in one year in this circumstance.
Environmental Classification and Documentation – Phase 2B
With the formal initiation of NEPA the following will occur:
State and Federal Resource Agencies are formally invited to participate, and timeframes are
established for their interaction and concurrence.
Additional and formal refinement of analysis will occur from required NEPA elements.
Public involvement and stakeholder engagement will continue.
New federal requirements such as, TIP/STIP and project funding identification are implemented.
The required NEPA documentation (dependent on the level of environmental clearance
classification) is developed.
A recommended alternative is selected and presented.
The NEPA process is completed.
It is envisioned that the NEPA process might be completed in one year beyond the period of this
Focused PEL, though dependent on the issues identified as a result of this study and affirmation of
the class of action NEPA document by FHWA.
The focused PEL approach provides for the selection of a Preferred Alternative prior to entering the official
NEPA process which helps mitigate risk and cost for the GTCRC and paves the way for a smoother and more
streamlined/cost effective NEPA clearance process. This process is the preferred approach endorsed by
MDOT and FHWA.
Preliminary Design (30%) and Right-of-Way for Recommended Alternative – Phase 2B
Following the GTCRC approval of the recommendations of this Focused PEL Study, according to the process
as defined in the Detailed Scope of Services, the OHM Team will prepare preliminary plans, cost estimate
and preliminary right-of-way plans for the recommended alternative. As the alternative upon which to
perform this effort has not been identified, the detailed scope of services and fee estimate cannot be
determined at this time. We will prepare this as authorized by the GTCRC as additional effort.
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Boardman River Corridor Focused PEL
DETAILED SCOPE OF SERVICES
Phase 2
Project Administration/Communication – Phase 2A
Project Administration
Development and maintenance of project schedule, budgeting, progress reports and invoicing,
and overall management
Development of Stakeholder/Public Engagement Plan (see Section IV below)
Team Communications
Internal project planning & scope reviews
Task & budget tracking, including team progress meetings & reports
GTCRC Communications
Kickoff Meeting
Attendance of the OHM Team Staff
Separate meeting anticipated with NNW to discuss Engagement Plan
Includes handouts, agenda, schedule, meeting notes
Progress Meetings
Monthly conference calls with GTCRC staff
Attendance of no more than 10 board meetings with quarterly board presentations (at the
direction of GTCRC).
Data/Documentation Transfer
The OHM Team will establish and maintain a separate restricted portal to the project
fileshare site (login and password) for working documents for use by the project team.
Deliverables: Project Schedule, Monthly Progress Reports, Meeting Materials, Board
Presentations, Maintain Fileshare site, Stakeholder/Public Engagement Plan and
material for board presentations. Materials will be prepared in Microsoft Word or
Project format.
Project Web Site – Phase 2A
The OHM Team will maintain the GTCRC 2019 Study web page and create space specifically
dedicated to the Boardman River Corridor project.
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Deliverables: Provide website maintenance
Prior EIS and Other Studies Data Review – Phase 2A
Review prior EIS and other available documentation in GTCRC office. Assess and
document elements that might be relevant for further consideration.
Project meeting with GTCRC – discuss findings of prior EIS and data review and plan for
acquiring relevant data, if needed.
Deliverables: We will prepare Technical Memo in Word format and present findings at
GTCRC progress meeting
Stakeholder/Public Engagement – Phase 2A
In conjunction with NNW, develop schedule of meetings (rollout of info) and frequency.
Engagement will meet the requirements of state and federal environmental process.
NNW shall establish a list of meeting participants and add key agencies and groups
Compile comprehensive list of likely stakeholders in government, education, social
services, business and environmental arenas.
Agency Coordination – The OHM Team will meet with state and federal agencies to provide updates
on progress as well as gather relevant information needed to complete the environmental clearance
process. It is anticipated that up to 3 meetings will be arranged with involvement of the following
agencies: FHWA, USCOE, US EPA, MDOT, EGLE, MDNR, US Fish and Wildlife, and SHPO.
Deliverables: Prepare invitation to meeting (sent by GTCRC staff), project process
presentation, facilitated discussion, and meeting memorandum.
Local Agency Group (LAG) Meetings – NNW and the OHM Team will re-engage this group
(established in 2019 Study) to present next steps in the Focused PEL process as well as how the
agencies can engage their constituents in the process. It is anticipated that NNW and the OHM Team
will attend up to five (5) LAG meetings.
Deliverables: NNW prepares invitation to meeting (sent by GTCRC staff) and facilitates
discussion. The OHM Team prepares project process presentation and workshop
presentations.
Stakeholder Interviews – NNW and the OHM Team will re-engage the small focus group meetings
with stakeholders. Meetings will be broken into separate interest groups, facilitated by NNW and
supported by members of study team. Follow up meetings are anticipated as needed. A script will
be developed for meeting “moderators” such that the same essential questions are posed to
participants. Key to this meeting will be a request for suggestions of potential changes, options,
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and alternatives that stakeholders believe would constitute a benefit for the community. It is
anticipated that NNW and the OHM Team will attend up to three (3) Stakeholder meetings.
Deliverables: NNW and the OHM Team prepares invitation to interviews (sent by
GTCRC) and facilitates interviews. The OHM Team prepares interview
questions/content and summary report
General Public Meetings – The purpose of these meetings is to inform the public on the project
and to gain an understanding of how their needs can be served. These meetings will take place
throughout the region where convenient for the public. It is anticipated that NNW and the OHM
Team will attend up to five (5) Public meetings; Introductory/Draft P&N, Final P&N/Conceptual
Alternatives, Practical Alternatives, Final Alternative(s), Closeout/Next Steps.
Public Meetings will include:
Meetings at designated public facility in Traverse City area – facilitated by NNW and
attended by OHM Team staff. We will work with GTCRC to determine location.
NNW and the OHM Team will prepare mailings and notify public. It is assumed GTCRC staff will
have mailing list from previous meetings.
Other techniques will be discussed to capture stakeholders such as commercial vehicles
who do not live in the study area but work or pass through.
Preparation of meeting materials (handouts and exhibits, video), GTCRC review, and address
comments
Prepare summary of each meeting for inclusion into study report including action items.
Deliverables: NNW and the OHM Team will prepare invitation to meetings (GTCRC
mails) and facilitates meetings. The OHM Team prepares meeting materials and
summary report.
Speakers Bureau – NNW, working with GTCRC, will provide interviews for TV (UpNorth 2), radio
(IPR), and newspapers (Record Eagle)
NNW will prepare materials to be used by GTCRC staff to present to media outlets.
Deliverables: NNW provides interview coaching for GTCRC representatives. The OHM
Team provides material. It is assumed no more than five scheduled interviews will be
conducted.
Media and Outreach Support – NNW and the OHM Team will develop information materials
that are sent through existing social media outlets and will create informative emails that are
sent bi-weekly from Road Commission.
Prep of reader-friendly public engagement materials for social media outlets
Prep of GTCRC-delivered messages for media outlets
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Deliverables: NNW and the OHM Team will provide informational media materials,
distribution of materials, and bi-weekly informational emails. The study team will
support NNW in providing updated materials.
Purpose and Need Statement – Phase 2A
Will develop draft P&N statement and alternatives evaluation criteria – circulate to stakeholders
and invite comments, questions and suggestions on revising to better reflect community values and
goals.
Includes effort to develop a draft and final P&N and assumes the development of P&N includes
a series of reviews by GTCRC staff and LAG prior to being finalized and formerly released to the
public.
Deliverables: OHM Team will submit draft and final P&N (considers multiple iterations).
Traffic and Safety Evaluations – Phase 2A
Safety (crash) study – refresh the safety analysis done for the 2019 Study by adding two years of
current data to the previous 5-years for the existing crossings and major intersections and
segments within the Boardman River study area. Illustrate data with tables and graphics.
Deliverables: Will submit Safety Study, address comments.
Travel Demand Model – the Traverse City TTCI 2015 base year model developed by the Michigan
Department of Transportation for GTCRC’s 2019 Study will be utilized as is to forecast volumes
and the impacts of the alternatives.
Step 1-2020 Model Validation
The TTCI model does not have a 2020 horizon year and therefore additional data will need to
be developed by MDOT and our team’s modelers to produce a 2020 validation. MDOT will need
to produce new socio-economic forecasts for 2020 and provide new trip generation outputs for
the model for that horizon. The method for producing this data will be developed by MDOT
staff.
If readily available, 2019/2020 counts will be compared to the modeled volumes to understand
the limitations of the model and its ability to estimate future volumes. Our team will not recalibrate the TTCI model, but might adjust centroid loadings, edit speeds and capacities for
roadways to improve the model validation.
Our team will coordinate with MDOT and Traverse City staff to create a 2020 network by
updating roadway changes that occurred between 2015 and 2020.
Our team will run the 2020 TTCI model with the roadway changes and socio-economic changes
to understand the impact to roadway volumes in the region.
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Our team will note 2020 differences between the daily model estimate and the daily counts and
will develop factors to apply to future roadway loadings.
This baseline will be used to compare/contrast to potential changes resulting from alternatives
relative to crossings of the Boardman River.
The following items are assumed to be provided by the GTCRC or MDOT before the 2020
validation can occur:
List of roadway improvements between base year and 2020 (including number of lanes, speeds
and connectivity
New developments (residential and employment) between the base year and 2020
New or major proposed developments
2020 counts in GIS format
Trip generation matrices
Step 2 -Prepare Forecasts
Our team will run the 2045 TTCI model and prepare model outputs (link level assigned
volumes) for the following alternatives:
2020 Base Year
2045 No Build
2045 Alt 1- S. Airport Road
2045 Alt 2-Cass Road
2045 Alt 3-Beitner Road
2045 Alt 4-Hartman-Hammond
2045 Alt 5-New alignment
The outputs to be produced for each alternative are:
Link level daily volume maps and level of congestion maps for applicable roadways in the
network. Volume to capacity maps and tabular summaries will be included (PM period results
and Daily will also be included).
Daily TDM Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) and Vehicle Hours Travelled (VHT)
Select link analysis for five alternatives will be provided to allow for additional understanding
of the project impacts.
Deliverables: Will provide a summary document that outlines the changes made to the
2020 and 2045 model files as well as the documentation of the results for the forecasts.
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Social, Economic, Environmental (SEE) Studies – Phase 2A
Develop Preliminary Constraints Maps – Constraints map will depict social, environmental,
economic (SEE) constraints and issues within the study area. Our team will utilize mappings,
data and other pertinent information obtained or developed from Task A to assist with the
development of preliminary constraints maps with respect to environmental and ecological
issues within the study area. We anticipate up to two (2) meetings with Grand Traverse
County Road Commission, and/or the Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy
(EGLE) will be included in this task to assist in refining environmental and ecological data
layers with the proposed map sets.
We will work to identify locations to address NPDES permit post construction Best Management
Practices using the constraints map being developed within Task B and requirements of Michigan’s
Storm Water Program administered by EGLE. Michigan’s Post Construction Stormwater Standards
include providing for:
On-site retention and/or detention coupled with volume control, and
Treatment of runoff requirement
If our team’s hydrologists and stormwater engineers are needed to assist with calculating and
designing basins and discharge channels, they will provide those services as an amendment
to this scope and cost proposal. Current scope and budget include two days of GEI’s Sr. Water
Resource Engineer to work on addressing NPDES BMPs.
Identify the SEE constraints - The alternatives evaluation process will consider potential
environmental impacts in the decision-making process. Environmental features will be summarized
on a constraints map for consideration during alternatives evaluation.
Archaeological Sites / Historic Properties: Such properties can be significant constraints to the
alternative development process. Our team will complete a record check for known
archaeological and historic sites and will work with MDOT’s Lead Historian to identify sites and
locations and potential impacts based upon proposed corridor alignments. No field work is
anticipated with this task.
Water Quality / Ecological: All projects with construction starting in 2018 are required to comply
with the new NPDES permit post construction Best Management Practices (BMP) standards,
which will affect design and construction of any project with a water crossing. U.S. Fish & Wildlife
and the Michigan Department of Natural Resources will also be queried regarding known
concerns regarding threatened or endangered plants or animals. We will conduct field
assessments of the proposed alternative routes identifying potential direct and indirect
environmental impacts that might be associated with the construction, operation, and
maintenance of the various alternatives. The location of wetlands and defined watercourses,
regulated by the Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy (EGLE) pursuant to Part
303, Wetland Protection, and Part 301, Inland Lakes and Streams, of the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Act (NREPA), P.A. 451 of 1994, as amended, will be mapped and
classified in accordance with EGLE guidance documents.
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Wetlands
•

Wetlands will be identified and delineated within the project area, including placement
of flagging tape or wire flags to demarcate the wetland boundaries, in accordance with
the Part 303 of NREPA

•

Wetlands will be mapped using ArcGIS Collector and a Trimble R1 GPS unit capable of
submeter accuracy where appropriate and where aerial photography is inadequate for
providing relatively accurate maps to assist in refining acreages of wetland impact. If tree
canopies are too dense to enable use of GPS, then other survey/mapping methods will be
contracted (and are not part of this current contract)

•

Flora and fauna (or signs of their presence) observed within the wetland will be
documented and the wetland complex classified using the Cowardin classification system
and/or EGLE’s preferred nomenclature

Streams
•

Streams will be identified as ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial.

•

Streams will be mapped using ArcGIS Collector and a Trimble R1 GPS unit capable of
submeter accuracy where appropriate and where aerial photography is inadequate for
providing relatively accurate maps of the configuration of the watercourse.

•

No flagging tape or wire flags will be placed to demarcate the streams in the field, unless
specifically authorized and directed to do so.

•

No P51 or P22 surveys will be conducted, unless specifically authorized and directed to
do so.

•

Reconnaissance/preliminary surveys of the perennial streams will be conducted to
determine if migratory fish or freshwater mussel species (or signs thereof) are present.

Threatened and Endangered Species
•

Habitat assessments will be conducted to determine the potential for federal- or statelisted plants or animals to be present within the ROW’s of the proposed alternatives.
Assessments will target species listed in the Grand Traverse County Element List.

•

Species specific assessments will not be conducted, unless specifically authorized and
directed to do so.

Based on current understanding of the project limits (i.e. alternatives to be assessed), we
have budgeted two weeks for a team of biologists to conduct wetland, stream, and
threatened and endangered species habitat assessments within the ROW of the proposed
alternatives (project area). If additional time is required for the field work, we will provide a
revised schedule and additional cost through to GTCRC for approval.
Floodplains: Potential impacts to the Boardman River Floodplain will be assessed and quantified.
If cut or fill is required (likely with each build alternative) at each floodplain area, an EGLE Part 31
permit will be required.
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Environmental Justice (EJ): EJ is a potential concern for most transportation projects and will
need to be evaluated for possible alternative impacts. The Team will use U.S. Census Bureau,
American Community Survey, 2009-2013, 5-Year estimate data collected at the Census Tract level
to identify minority and low-income populations within the study area. If these populations are
present, additional work may be required and would be scoped at that time. This will be
considered additional work requiring GTCRC approval.
Parklands: Parks present unique challenges due to their protection under Section 4(f) of the
Federal Highway Act. The Team will assess parklands within and adjacent to the study area as
follows:
Identify and confirm ownership of parks, recreation areas and refuges proximate to each of
the alternatives. Existing and proposed trails will also be identified.
Meet with the Official with Jurisdiction (OWJ) of each of potentially affected parkland along
the alternatives and identify existing/proposed uses and facilities while confirming property
boundaries. It is assumed no more than five (5) meetings will be needed. These meetings will
be scheduled with other planned trips to the greatest extent possible.
Obtain specific concerns regarding the project from the OWJs; and
Coordinate with the design team to seek options to reduce or avoid impacting parklands.
Where avoidance might not be possible, consideration will be given to a de minimis finding
where the project’s impact would not adversely affect the features that qualify the park for
protection under Section 4(f).
Results of this evaluation will be compiled in a technical memo.
Land Use: A review of current planned land use and zoning to identify the extent that the
alternatives complement the planned land use. We will also identify potential changes to land
use patterns or potential access impacts to businesses that might be associated with the
alternatives.
Hazardous Materials: Properties with hazardous material concerns can pose significant
constraints to the alternative development process. Our team will complete a cursory recordscheck along the alternate routes for known adjacent and nearby contaminated facilities listed in
state environmental databases, which could potentially impact the proposed alignments. EGLE
regulatory file records might be obtained, as necessary, to help evaluate the potential impacts.
No field work is anticipated with this task. Site locations will be identified for inclusion on the
constraints maps and summarized for each of the alternate routes.
Mitigation Measures: Through interaction and coordination with MDOT, FHWA, and potentially
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), potential mitigation measures will be developed
for identified impacts from the proposed alternatives. Actions that result in adverse effects will
be discussed in the final study. The mitigation measures are commitments that will be integrated
into the project once it, or portions of the Preferred Alternative, move into final design phase(s).
Deliverables: Will submit SEE Tech Memo, Constraints Map, address comments.
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Alternatives Development– Phase 2A
Team will consider the Boardman River Corridor crossing alternatives included in the 2019 Study
as well as a No-Build alternative as the Practical Alternatives.
Obtain planning level survey (aerial drone/County contours) data for the five (5)
alternatives. This includes setting ground control.
Integrate the SEE constraints data into the digital terrain models for the alternatives.
Refine the alignments of the alternatives, horizontal and vertical, so that planning-level cost
estimates of reasonable accuracy can be derived.
Test Practical Alternatives for fatal flaws and whether it meets P&N. For each practical alternative:
Use Highway Safety Manual (HSM) crash reduction factors to predict Time of Return (TOR) for
safety of alternative.
Use sub-area travel demand model to predict effectiveness of alternative in addressing travel
pattern issues.
Generate a matrix of impacts (evaluation criteria) regarding safety, traffic, pedestrian and
bicycle mobility, transit opportunities, SEE, and other related factors. Prepare construction cost
estimates for evaluation.
Present to stakeholders and general public at meetings defined above, with NNW facilitation.
After public input, make corrections and refinements as needed to arrive at a recommended
preferred alternative.
Investigate the permits required and coordinate activities with applicable permitting
agencies.
Preparation of graphics and exhibits illustrating the alternatives
2-D graphics will be prepared for Practical Alternatives. 3-D graphics might also be prepared
to better illustrate the alternative in perspective view. These simple graphics could be
supplemented by sample photographs of potential elements in those zones.
Creation of graphics showing the existing conditions and then proposed illustrations of the
practical alternatives over those images. The OHM Team will supplement these segment
graphics with more detailed drawings.
The Preferred Alternative, if determined, will be prepared with more enhanced, detailed
graphics for stakeholder/public meetings. It is anticipated 2-D will be the primary level of detail
with 3-D renderings prepared for more detailed views.
Deliverables: Prepare required graphics, Evaluation Criteria, submit Alternative Analysis
Technical Memo, address comments.
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Deliverables – Phase 2A
Prepare a Process and Analysis/PEL Report which will document the environmental clearance
activities to date and will include the following topics:
Background
Methodology Used
Agency Coordination
Public Coordination
Purpose and Need Statement
Range of Alternatives
Planning Assumptions and Analytic Methods
Environmental Resources Reviewed
Environmental Resources Not Involved in Study
Cumulative Impacts
Mitigation Strategies
Future NEPA Coordination
List of candidate Cooperating and Participating Agencies
Plan of agency coordination and permitting timetable
Annotated outline of proposed NEPA class of action document
Potential Issues for Future Consideration
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES – Phase 2A
It is anticipated that the OHM Team will receive notice to proceed in June 2020. Work will commence and is
anticipated to be completed in 12 months, or June 2021. If work tasks extend beyond this date and requires
additional hours for scope or effort not included in this scope of services or estimate of hours, the OHM
Team might seek additional compensation for these services.
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FUTURE SCOPE OF SERVICES (Not included in this scope/estimate) – Phase 2B
Preparation of Preliminary Design (30%) and Preliminary Right-of-Way Plans. This would include roadway
alignment and cross section, bridge and/or culvert requirements and non-motorized considerations.
Preparation of Environmental Document
Environmental Assessment (EA/FONSI), or
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS/ROD) State and Federal Resource Agencies will be included in
the LAG team, if not already in attendance.
Meetings with FHWA and Resource Agencies (to be scheduled).
Preferred alternative will be further refined to meet NEPA requirements and the required NEPA
documentation (dependent on the established level of environmental classification) will be
developed.
Public involvement in compliance with NEPA process will continue.
OHM Team will work with GTCRC staff to meet federal requirements such as TIP/STIP and to assist
with project funding identification.
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Boardman River Corridor Focused PEL
Schedule
Activity
Notice to Proceed
Draft Purpose & Need
Local Agency Group #1
Stakeholder #1
Agency Coordination Meeting #1
Public Meeting #1
Final Purpose & Need
SEE Study
Conceptual Alternatives
Traffic/Safety/Traffic Demand Model
Local Agency Group #2
Public Meeting #2
Practical Alternatives
Refined Traffic/Safety/Traffic Demand Model
Local Agency Group #3
Stakeholder #2
Agency Coordination Meeting #2
Public Meeting #3
Develop Final Alternatives
Update Traffic/Safety/Traffic Demand Model
Prepare Draft PEL
Local Agency Group #4
Stakeholder #3
Agency Coordination Meeting #3
Public Meeting #4
Finalize PEL
Project Closeout

Proposed Date
June 1, 2020
June 22, 2020
July 8, 2020
July 24 & 25, 2020
August 3, 2020
August 18, 2020
August 24, 2020
September 8, 2020
September 15, 2020
September 22, 2020
September 30, 2020
October 16, 2020
November 6, 2020
November 13, 2020
December 1, 2020
January 7, 2021
January 14, 2021
January 22, 2021
February 15, 2021
February 22, 2021
March 15, 2021
March 23, 2021
April 7, 2021
April 14, 2021
April 29, 2021
May 28, 2021
June 11, 2021

Actual Date

As of: March 27, 2020

PROPOSAL COST SUMMARY
PROJECT NAME:

Boardman River Corridor Focused PEL

SUMMARY BY CONSULTANT

OHM Advisors

$

458,619

WSP

$

583,807

GEI

$

84,063

Total

$

1,126,489

Boardman River Corridor Focused PEL
Draft Scope of Service for
Networks Northwest (NNW)
UNDERSTANDING
The Grand Traverse County Road Commission (GTCRC) recently completed an E/W Corridor Planning
and Environmental Linkage (PEL) Study. However, this study had only a ten-year planning horizon. As
such, the study looked to see if there was a compelling need for improvements in the various existing
and proposed east-west corridors. Many corridors and variations were identified, and the study was
able to narrow them down to five as being the most practical. However, no long-term conclusions
could be drawn. Rather, the recommendations focused on short and intermediate term
improvements to address spot congestion and safety problems in more of an immediate timeframe.
GTCRC now wishes to take the next step of a focused PEL to consider the long term (year 2045)
implications of growth in the region and identify what further should be done to improve east-west
travel, in particular crossing the cordon line formed by the Boardman River. The goal of this focused
PEL is to build upon the results of the prior PEL study, evaluating in greater detail if additional eastwest roadway capacity is needed for the year 2045 and, if so, which of the five alternative corridors
makes the most sense.
There is a need to continue the robust public outreach and involvement process started with the
initial PEL. Toward that end, the focused PEL study needs a local facilitator to assist with ensuring that
there are ample opportunities for various interested stakeholders to engage and participate.
A draft scope of services for this facilitation role follows. This scope will likely require further input
from the GTCRC staff and consultant teammates.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Assist OHM and WSP in the development of a comprehensive public involvement plan to meet needs
of a significant project with high level of stakeholder and public interest.


Attend a kickoff meeting between the GTCRC staff and the consultant study team to discuss
details of the Engagement Plan.



Assist the consultant study team with the development of a schedule (frequency) of meetings
to rollout information on the project and process to be followed.



Assist with establishing a list of meeting participants and additional key agencies and groups.



The consultant team will re-engage the Local Agency Group (LAG) that was established in the
E/W Corridor Study to present next steps in the focused PEL process as well as how the
agencies can engage their constituents in the process. It is anticipated that NNW will facilitate
up to five (5) LAG meetings which will also be attended by GTCRC staff and the consultant
study team.
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The consultant team will re-engage the stakeholders by way of small focus group meetings.
Meetings will be broken into separate interest groups, facilitated by NNW and supported by
members of the consultant team. Follow up meetings are anticipated as needed. A script will
be developed by the consultant team with input from NNW for meeting “moderators” to
ensure the same essential questions are posed to all participants. Key to this meeting will be
a request for suggestions of potential changes, options, and alternatives that stakeholders
believe would constitute a benefit for the community. It is anticipated NNW will facilitate up
to three (3) Stakeholder meetings.



General Public Meetings – The purpose of these meetings is to inform the public on
the project and to gain an understanding of how their needs can best be served. These
meetings will take place throughout the region where convenient for the public. It is
anticipated that NNW, GTCRC staff and the consultant study team will attend up to
five (5) public meetings: Introductory, Final Purpose & Need, Conceptual Alternatives,
Recommended Alternative, Closeout/Next Steps.
All Public Meetings will include:
 Meetings at a designated public facility in TC area – facilitated by

NNW and attended by GTCRC staff and the consultant study team.

 The consultant study team will prepare, with NNW assistance, the

meeting materials (handouts and exhibits)

 The consultant study team will prepare, with NNW assistance, a

summary of each meeting for inclusion into study report including
action items.



Speakers Bureau – NNW, working with GTCRC staff, will arrange interviews for TV (UpNorth
2), radio (IPR) and newspapers (Record Eagle). NNW will prepare materials to be used by
GTCRC Staff to present to media outlets.



Media and Outreach Support – NNW will assist the consultant team in developing
information materials that will be sent through existing social media outlets and
informative emails that are sent out bi-weekly from the Road Commission. This includes
the preparation of reader-friendly public engagement materials for social media outlets
and of GTCRC-delivered messages for media outlets.
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Boardman River Corridor Focused PEL
Total Hrs

Networks Northwest

I. Project Administration/Communication

24

24

6
2
12
4

0
0
6
2
12
4

0

0

0

0

Development/Maintenance of Schedule, progress reports,
invoicing
Dev. Stakeholder/Public Engagement Plan
Team Progress Meetings
Kickoff Meeting
Client Progress Meetings
Board Meetings

II. Project Web Site
Updates to OHM-maintained Website

III. Prior EIS and Other Studies Data Review

Various Agency Coordination Mtgs
LAG Meetings
Stakeholder Mtgs
General Public Meetings
Specialized Meeting Graphics/Visualizations
Assistance for Speakers Bureau and Media Outreach

V. Purpose and Need Statement

95

95

16
16
15
32
8
8

16
16
15
32
8
8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

I. Preparation of 30% (ROW) Road and Bridge Plans
II. Preparation of Environmental Documentation

Expenses

0%

0%

0
0
0

Prepare Draft Report
Address Comments and Finalize Report

Total Hours per Classification
% of total

0%

0
0

Develop Conceptual Alternatives
Refine CA's and develop Practical Alternatives
Refine PA's and Develop Recommended Alt

IX. Draft and Final Deliverables

0%

0

Develop Constraints Map
SEE Analysis

VIII. Alternatives Development

80%

0
0

Traffic Demand Model

VII. SEE Studies

0%

0
0
0

Prepare Draft P&N and Alt. Eval. Criteria
Finalize P&N, Refine Alt. Eval. Criteria

VI. Traffic and Safety Evaluations

0%

0

Review prior EIS/Available Documentation
Prepare Tech Memo on Findings
Presentation to GTCRC

IV. Stakeholder and Public Engagement

20%

0
0
119

119

100%

$

500

$

11,210.00

0%

Phase 1
NOTES

I. Project Administration/Communication
Kickoff Meeting $
Board Meetings $

‐
‐

No expenses anticipated
No expenses anticipated

Agency Coordination Mtgs $
LAG Meetings $
Focus Group Meetings $

‐
‐
‐

No expenses anticipated
No expenses anticipated
No expenses anticipated

IV. Stakeholder and Public Engagement

General Public Meetings $

Potential assistance
in graphics,
reproduction, or
misc. project
500.00 expenses

VII. SEE Studies
Identify SEE Constraints $
Total $

‐

No expenses anticipated

500.00 round up to nearest $100 for estimate

